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[ New Picture Books from Piccolo

.

THE TROUBLESOME PIG
Priscilla Lament
A favourite nursery tale about the old woman who
couldn't get her obstinate pig over the stile, retold
with beautiful illustrations. £1.25

PICTURE CLASSICS
well loved folk and fairy tales in an inexpensive and
superbly designed form. The latest is Puss-in-Boots,
£1.25

HQME SWEET HOME
Maureen Roffey
A unique picture book that youngsters will
adore and ideal for those learning to read.
£1.25

THE RAIN CLOUD
Mary Rayner
A tale of a rain cloud trying to find an acceptable
place to rain. £1.25

THE LAZY BEAVER
Giovanni Gallo/Ermanno Samsa
Bertram is a lazy good-for-nothing beaver. Faced
with work or expulsion from a colony he decides to
turn over a new leaf. £1.50

Check out all the other excellent picture
books on our list by people like Aliki, Colin
MclMaughton, Faith Jaques, Michael Bond
and Patrick Dowling. .

Allen Sharp
Exciting choose-your-own-plot adventure
stories

'...better value than the more sensationally
jacketed alternatives which have instant
appeal but are less popular in the long
term.' Books for Keeps

Four new Storytrails join the fourteen already published:
* The Eye of Heaven * The Second Conquest
* Shadow Over the Marsh * The Hands of Pablo Santos

There is a wide range of themes — ghost stories, science
fiction, adventures, mysteries, horror stories, historical L

tales — so there should be something to appeal to every
child. £1.10 net each

Cambridge
books for
children

Cambridge University Press
The Edinburgh Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge CB2 2RU, England
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EDITOR'S PAGE
It's not every day that two internationally
acclaimed artists in children's books get
together to talk about their work. But that's
exactly what happened last month when
Shirley Hughes and Mitsumasa Anno met at
their publishers, The Bodley Head. And we
were there - because we arranged it, as part
of this Books for Keeps Picture Book Special
issue. What better way to reveal the
particular nature of Anno's unusual and
original talent than by having another,
equally talented artist to write about him.
Shirley Hughes was the obvious choice and
we were delighted to find that Shirley was as
enthusiastic about the idea as we were.
Being present at this unique meeting was a
rare privilege/They talked through an
interpreter (Anno's English is limited and
Shirley has no Japanese) but there was an
immediate rapport between two people who
have a great admiration and respect for each
other's work. At the end of the meeting they
ceremonially exchanged books with obvious
pleasure. As we expected Shirley Hughes'
article offers a fascinating insight into the
nature of Anno's genius, (page 4)

Congratulations and
Welcome Back
Last year Shirley Hughes won the Eleanor
Farjeon Award for services to children's
books, a distinction which this year, we are
delighted to report (Stop Press), goes to
Robert Leeson. Congratulations Bob, it's
well deserved. It's the award-giving season
and we are particularly pleased to have the
winner of the Mother Goose Award on our
cover again. Susan Varley's Badger's
Parting Gifts appeared in Books for Keeps

. last May as one of our Pick of the Picture
Books: we thought it was a rather special
book and it comes as no surprise to find the
Mother Goose judges unanimously making
it a clear winner. Also in Books for Keeps -
many issues ago -1 remember wondering
why David McKee's Two Can Toucan had
been allowed to go out of print. That
amusing and economically told tale of how
the Toucan got its name has always been one
of my favourites. Now, twenty-one years
after the first publication it's being reissued
by Andersen Press with new McKee
illustrations (0 86264 094 6, £4.95).
Anyone interested in developments in
picture books over the last twenty-one years
could profitably compare them closely. For
a taste of the current McKee style you'll find
some of the artwork for the new cover of
The Day the Tide Went O u t . . . and Out . . .
(being reissued by Blackie) on page 21.

Paperback Perspective
Looking again at Two Can Toucan, an early
Picture Puffin, made me realise how much
has happened in publishing since the first
picture paperbacks.

Elizabeth and Gerald Rose's Old Winkle
and the Seagulls was one of the first titles in
the series of 'paper-covered editions' of
picture books launched by Faber and Faber
in 1966. This revolutionary move made
popular Faber titles available for the first
time in reduced size (7" x 5") editions which,
with the pages stitched and glued into a tiny
spine, sold for only 4s (20p). The hardbacks
from which they were taken were then
selling for 12s 6d (62V2p). Last September
Faber brought out another Elizabeth and
Gerald Rose title in paperback, Wolf! Wolf!.
The pages are still stitched and glued but this
edition is the same size as the original
hardback and sells for £2.50. The story of
those two books illustrates very neatly some
of the recent developments in paperback
publishing of picture books, and there's
more to it than an apparent increase in price:
adjusted for inflation books are no more

expensive now than they were nineteen
years ago.

For Faber it's a move back into picture
books, in the footsteps of publishers like
Macmillan and OUP who for several years
now have been producing original size
picture paperbacks at what they define as
the 'quality' end of the market. That original
trail-blazing series from Faber didn't last
long. In 1968 Picture Puffins appeared at
3s 6d (17Vap), quickly established a list and
dominated the mass market unchallenged
for six years. In the last ten years they have
been joined by Picture Lions, Piccolo,
Carousel, Magnet, Sparrow and Hippo.
Most of these are published in a standard
size - it helps with selling from the
all-important spinners and racks; picture
paperbacks are not easy to display. Magnet
are now the smallest (7 W x 6") and are
beginning to look a little cramped when
compared with the enlarged Picture Puffin
format (since 1980) and the generously sized
Hippos (9" x 7 ¥2") and Sparrows (9" x 8"),
all in the same price range (£1.25-£1.75).
To find what editors are currently thinking
read our feature on page 21.

Making it Difficult
OUP and Charles Keeping have been
determinedly publishing picture books up
the age-range ever since The Highwayman.
The latest, a collaboration with Leon
Garfield, is The Wedding Ghost, a story
which uses, among other things, the theme
of the Sleeping Beauty. It's provided a lot of
talk and much uncertainty among the 'older
readers' I've given it to try. T couldn't make
the bits come together to make sense',
'Some parts were really good', 'It's sexist, a
classic male fantasy', The pictures force you
to a particular reading which isn't necessarily
the only one'. Talking to editor Ron Heapy I
asked him about Wedding Ghost; he was
amused it was causing so much trouble to
reviewers. 'I thought it was just a jolly good
romantic story.' He also told me how it came
about. 'Leon was reading The Highwayman
to a group of 9-13 year-olds and they were
getting a little restless. He said "I've got a
story. I know the beginning; I know the end
but I don't know the middle". He told it to
them and they were spellbound so I said,
"Why don't you write it and we'll get Charlie
(Keeping) to illustrate it".'
I want to see more picture books in
secondary schools, so I wanted very much to
like this book. I'm not sure I do. Still, any
book that can provoke so much talk and
argument is worth a try in any classroom.

Making it Interesting
Aside from picture books two titles about
classrooms which are enjoyable to read and
full of ideas. Not Daffodils Again!: Teaching
poetry 9-13 is edited by Kenyon Cathrop and
Janet Ede for the School Council (Longman,
0 582 17236 5, £3.95) and consists of teachers
reporting on their own practice.
Contributors include our very own David
Bennett and Joan Barker whose Lifeline
Series comes to an end in this issue.
Teaching Literature 9-14 by Michael Benton
and Geoff Fox, (OUP, 0 19 919066 6, £5.95)
is illuminating, entertaining and useful.
Words which we've been hearing about our
own Guide to Children's Books in a
Multi-Cultural Society. It is selling fast. Got
yours yet? And we've already started work
on the second one, 0-8, which should appear
this Autumn. Tell your friends!
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Mitsumasa Anno opened our
conversation by producing his visiting
card. It was Japanese on one side, of
course, but one had the feeling that this
was no ordinary card; that it might read
both ways up or, if a mirror were
applied, some other dimension might
be revealed. Indeed, he has about him
more than a touch of the genial
magician, a flamboyant westernised
style combined with the formal
politeness of his fellow country-men;
he is quick, observant and very, very
intelligent.

The mathematical element in his work,
the fascinating with optical illusion,
paradox and logic is famous. It is also,
surprisingly, rather an unusual quality
in an illustrator of children's
picture-books. Illustrators in this field
tend to see themselves as connected to
a literary narrative form one way or
another. In England, where mainstream
painting has always had strong (one
might almost say romantic) literary
connections, this is particularly so. But
mathematics has always been a vital
element of graphic art, and it is an
equally important way of stimulating a
child's imagination through the printed
page.

Anno explains that he saw no European
art as a young child. He had no
picture-books either, they simply
weren't around. But he had a very clear
idea of what a picture was. He had seen
them in illustrated magazines. Later, in
adolescence, he studied books of
paintings and determined to become an
artist. He was the son of an inn-keeper
in the old town of Tsuwano, in a
mountainous region of Japan. He
began full-time art education early, and
later, when working in Tokyo as an
illustrator and book designer,
embarked on his first picture-book. He
shows a similar brilliant sleight-of-hand
with perspective as the artist he is
sometimes compared with, M. C.
Escher. They both play on the way our
eye perceives three-dimensional form
on a flat surface. But Anno is the more
humanly fanciful and, unlike Escher,
works in colour which he uses with
stunning fluency. He is not, one senses,
particularly drawn to the role of
interpreting other people's texts.
Responding very strongly to poetry, he
feels (as many writers do) that a good
piece of literature needs no further
illustration to enhance its meaning.
His books explore the converse of this
reaction; that a visual medium doesn't
need words to explain the story.

AGKALMR

For us, it is the cross-fertilisation with a
European style which characterises
Anno's work that is particularly
fascinating. But all his 'Journeys'
through Italy, Britain and the USA are
in sense a journey through Anno-Land.
There is the quirky, bird's-eye
perspective and placing of buildings,
many of which are as famous as the
Houses of Parliament or the Salute
Church in Venice, in a totally new and
surprising relationship with their
surroundings. An inexhaustable game
for the older reader is spotting the
references to painting and literature;
Seurat's bathers in a stream, Millet's
reapers, the Baptism of Christ,
Constable's haywain, Whistler's
mother. Literary allusions range from
Sendak's Wild Things to Hamlet. Most
of all, one sees work and activity.
Everywhere people are making things;
craftsmen of all kinds, farmers,
fishermen, entertainers, hucksters and
marketeers team through the pages.
There is a love of pageants, races and
parades. And, amongst it all, people
are eating meals in the open air,
playing games, falling in love,
gossiping, getting married and
generally being at large and enjoying
themselves. The figure which most

often recurs, apart from the little
equestrian Traveller is, of course, the
ubiquitous artist at work at his easel.

Anno describes how he has travelled
extensively in Europe and the USA
armed with a sketchbook. A prodigious
worker, he does many drawings on the
spot before working them up later in
the studio. At this stage the drawings
are in pen or pencil. He also carries a
tape-recorder for noting his reactions.
I asked him how he fared with that
perennial artistic occupational hazard,
the curious by-stander; a chatty
onlooker who, in peering over your
shoulder, inadvertently manages to jog
your elbow and who always initiates a
conversation at the moment when
concentration levels are at their height.
Anno at work is often recognised,
sometimes beseiged. But it is only when
the crowd starts to form in front,
between himself and the subject, that
things really get difficult. Once,'in
Germany, he was driven to perching on
the parapet of a bridge so that the
onlookers couldn't get in between
himself and the mediaeval castle he
was drawing without falling into the
water.

From the cover of Anno's Counting Book, published in hardback by The Bodley Head and now
in paperback as a Macmillan Picturemac.
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From one of the page-spreads of Anno's Journey, Bodley Head.

Anno carries out the finished artwork
for his books back in his studio in
Japan. He has a prolific output for one
who works so meticulously. His colour
work is done with a pen and water-
colour washes laid over. Recently he
has evolved a way of doing the basic
drawing and having it reproduced in
five or six separations so that he can
relax about putting on the colour. If a
mistake is made he can start again
without losing all the underlying
drawing. Anno reacts with great
animation when brushes are mentioned.
He likes English brushes. (His
command of our language is not
extensive but the words 'Winsor and
Newton' get an immediate response.)
He even seized my note-pad and drew,
to exact scale, the different pens he
uses and went on to explain, also,in
drawings, how good and bad brushes
behave.

The design of his pages is always
beautifully paced with plenty of
breathing spaces for the eye. This is
particularly important in the double-
page spreads of his 'Journey' books
where the tumultuous activity of the
crowd scenes and detail of the buildings
(every stone, tile, beam, window and
corrice carefully drawn) could become
oppressive if not tightly controlled. The
white road winds off through trees and
grass, drawn in that highly characteristic
style of subtley-graduated hatching.

His figures, however tiny, have a real
sense of form and the grouping is
impeccable. Above all, the line is
always clear, sprightly and full of
vitality. The unfolding of these
narratives depends on an over-head
perspective in which the reader can
pick out the little Traveller as he rides
through the changing landscape (a
device which some might find a touch
repetitive). In real life, an aerial view
from which it is suitable to draw isn't
always easily come by. But Anno seems
to find no problem in transposing a
drawing done from ground elevation,
into a bird's-eye view in his head; no
mean feat, especially with a famous
building which is easily verifiable.

It is this natural and seemingly
effortless grasp of three-dimensional
spatial relationships which is one of
Anno's most striking gifts. In Anno's
Alphabet, as with other visual surprises,
the objects are totally convincing, so
beautifully crafted, jointed and bolted
together that you feel you could easily
reach out and handle them. Sometimes
there is the shock of seeing a familiar
object made in a totally surprising
material. All this enhances the fun of
realising, as you look and slowly
perceive the cunning tricks of
perspective, that it couldn't possibly
exist at all. In his fable The King's
Flower the fun is all in the ludicrous
comparisons of scale. Giant pincers are

specially constructed to pull out the
King's tooth, huge knives and forks are
lowered from the palace ceiling by a
complicated system of pullies. But here
also we feel we know exactly how
everything is made, from the scaffolding
and buckets to the King's extraordinary
wooden tricycle. When asked if he
himself was a good craftsman Anno
answered (and it came as no surprise)
that he had a fairly high degree of
confidence in working with his hands,
three-dimensionally. But, interestingly,
he feels some reserve in moving in that
direction; a fear, perhaps, that if he did
it would all become so fascinating as to
seduce him away from pure
draughtsmanship. So, for the present,
he is staying with the printed page.

Anno has sometimes collaborated with
his son, Masachiro, in making books. I
asked him (thinking not only of the
visual arts but of all those talented
young Japanese instrumental players)
whether he thought that skills were
more readily passed from one
generation to another in his country
than in ours; if Japanese children were
more prepared to accept the disciplines
of an artistic apprenticeship within the
family. He replied that he himself
taught his son to be a mathematician.
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We touched on the impact of the 'new
technology', the complexities of which, so
readily mastered by the very young, hurtle
ahead at a rate which leaves their middle-aged
parents totally bemused. Was it perhaps the
case that the traditional skills which older
people had to offer were being somewhat
devalued and crowded out? Anno compared
some of the 'computer freaks' in both his
country and ours to drivers who can do
anything with a car except open the bonnet
and understand how the engine works. It is
more important than ever, he thinks, that
basic mathematics should be taught and
clearly grasped by children before the
somewhat mesmeric effects of experimenting
with computers takes a hold.

Looking at the way his work has developed
over the years, critics may suspect that Anno,
like some other highly gifted makers of
picture-books, is moving away from a
child-centred idiom altogether and indulging
in ever more complicated and sophisticated
games and fancies of his own. How many
children, they may ask, however intelligent
will be able to pickup a reference to
Courbet's roadside meeting with his patron,
or Seurat's park on the Isle de la Grande
Jatte? But the answer to this one surely lies in
the sight of all those parties of schoolchildren
(and adult tourists too, for that matter) being
shepherded through great national art
collections and past magnificent architecture
and being, in spite of the gallant efforts made
by teachers and museum service alike, simply
overwhelmed and even dispirited without a
single familiar peg on which to hang the
experience. Anno is in the business of
providing pegs. In the pages of his books
adults and children can pick them out as they
wish and use them together in many ways.
One of the highest aims of an artist, after all,
is to make complex ideas, symbols and the
workings of his imagination clear and as
universally accessible as possible, as well as
giving visual delight. Speaking for myself,
and remembering the impenetrable fog
through which I failed to approach an
understanding of mathematics, I wish like
anything that Mitsumasa Anno's books had
been around when I was a child. But meeting
the magician himself has gone a long way
towards making up for it. •

Some of Anno's Books

All published in hardback by Bodley Head

Anno's Alphabet, 0 370 01275 5, £5:95

Anno's Journey, 0 370 30094 7, £4.95

Anno's Britain, 0 370 30916 2, £4.95

Anno's Counting Book, 0 370 30009 2, £4.95;
Macmillan Picturemac, 0 333 37147 X, £2.25

The King's Flower, 0 370 30182 X, £4.50

Anno's Mysterious Multiplying Jar (with
Masaichiro Anno), 0 370 30958 8, £5.95

Hat Trick (with Akihiro Nozaki), 0 370 30849 2,
£6.95

Photographs by Richard Hill.

TWO
PRICELESS

NEW WORKS
OF ART
FROM

PICTURE
LIONS...

itt

Cofo

If your Mum wears weird
pointy hats, runs you to
school on a broomstick,
and keeps unusual hairy
pets, other parents might be
rather disapproving ... until
one day the school catches
fire, and then it can be an
advantage having a Mum
who's different... £1.50

Terence McDiddler the three-
stringed fiddler, Gregory
Griggs who wore twenty-
seven wigs, Little Blue Ben
who lives in the glen ... Just
a taste of the many bizarre
and colourful characters you
will meet in this charmingly
quirky collection of original
18th and 19th rhymes, hand
picked by the artist. £1.50

RICHEST
COLLECTION
OF PICTURE

PAPERBACKS
IN THE LAND.
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REVIEWS
Reviews of paperback fiction are grouped for convenience under
teaching range. Books and children being varied and adaptable, we
suggest you look either side of your area. More detailed recom-
mendation for-use can be found within the reviews.

Nursery/Infant
The Little Car
Leila Berg, ill. Gerald
Rose, 0416 51860 5

The Old Man Who
Sneezed
Dorothy Edwards, ill.
Thelma Lambert
0 416 51920 2
Magnet, £1.25 each

Two welcome collections from
experienced practitioners of
the storytellers art. Leila
Berg's gently domestic stories
about The Little Car still
sound fresh after a remarkable
thirty years. Their timeless
attraction lies in the clever
balances between dialogue
and action and in the fact that
the grown-ups (always
well-drawn by Ms Berg)
support and contribute to the
business of 'let's pretend'.
Eleven separate episodes, just
the right length for hometime
or bedtime reading in a
handsome edition with a
lovely cover and pictures from
Rose.

Dorothy Edwards' collection
is a poignant reminder of the
gifts of a writer who always
served the nursery-infant age
group well: she died recently.
Like Leila Berg, her stories
depict well the ordinary and
the workaday, yet she had a
particular talent for celebrating
the fey (old lady dolls), the
fantastic (invisible pigs), and
the mysterious, even the near
frightening (wicked birds and
wild cherry trees). The title
story is a clever cumulative
joke. Little brothers and
sisters usually fare well against
the odds. Thirteen delightful
stories - most of them
previously published - but
welcome in an imaginatively
presented edition. CM

Going Shopping
014050.4508
Doing the Washing
014050.4516
Sarah Garland, Picture
Puffin, £1.50 each
A family car trip to the
supermarket and a chaotic

attack on the family wash are
illustrated in these two
deceptively simple picture
books. But each offers so
much more than the obvious:
who is telling the story? is
mum talking aloud or are the
words her inner thoughts and
instructions to herself when
tackling the washing? the
portrayal of mum as a
(seemingly) uncomplaining
household drudge, are just
some of the talking points
which can be explored though
of course small children can
enjoy both books as
straightforward accounts of
familiar domestic incidents.
Have copies in any classroom
where children are becoming
readers and just listen to their
responses; I've discovered a
lot this way. JB

Home Sweet Home
Maureen Roffey,
Piccolo Picture Books,
0330 284541, £1.50
Essentially this is a simple

. question-and-answer game
with the questions being
deliberately wrong: 'Does a
cat live in a kennel?' for
example. The fact that an
adult, the author (or perhaps a
parent/teacher sharing the
book with a young reader) is
asking such a silly question is
amusing and demands the
answer which is supplied over
the page: 'No! A dog lives in a
kennel, of course.' The text, in
large clear type, is so devised
that even the complete
beginner uses the appropriate
intonation naturally. The
simple, brightly coloured, jolly
pictures have great child
appeal whilst the holes,
cut-outs, split and half pages
all add to the fun. JB

Dear Zoo
Rod Campbell, Picture
Puffin, 0 14 050.446 X,
£1.95
A letter to the zoo results in
the author having to go to
great lengths to obtain a
suitable pet for himself. This
in itself presents an amusing
storyline but it is enhanced by
the zoo's responses, in various
crates, boxes and baskets
which are not only illustrated
but can be opened so that the
reader may first guess and
then discover what animal has
been sent at each fresh
attempt. These flaps, rather
than serving to distract the
young reader from the text,
actually serve to involve him
or her fully in what is going
on. Highly recommended for
beginner readers or for sharing
with all preschoolers. JB

You'll Soon Grow into
Them, Titch
Pat Hutchins, Picture
Puffin, 014 050.434 6,
£1.50
A long awaited follow-up to
the favourite Titch; this book
sees the hero, now rather
larger, being offered his
brother and sister's outgrown
clothes. These he reluctantly
accepts till Mum decides that
he can have something new
and Dad takes him to buy a
brand new outfit. But this is
only the surface story: the
events actually take place over
a number of months. Pat
Hutchins cleverly establishes
the bond with her readers in
the very first picture wherein
we are shown Mum knitting
and a bird on a branch outside
the window. As the tale
unfolds Mum becomes more
obviously pregnant (this is not
mentioned in the text), the
plants grow, the mother bird
raises her young and finally,
Mum appears with a new baby
brother. As in her classic
Rosie's Walk, Pat Hutchins
here offers learner readers the
opportunity to learn one of the
untaught reading lessons: the
words aren't all that are
important: what is NOT being
said can matter a great deal.

JB

Red Fox and
His Canoe
Nathaniel Benchley,
pictures by Arnold
Lobel, Young Puffin,
014 03.1800 3, £1.75
Mooch the Messy
Marjorie Weinman
Sharmat, pictures by
Ben Shecter, Young
Puffin, 014 03.1799 6,
£1.75
Two further additions to the
Puffin 'I Can Read' series for
readers just beginning to go it
alone. Red Indian boy, Red
Fox wants a bigger canoe -
'the bigger the better' - but

the problem with a big canoe
is that it can carry an awful lot
of passengers as he all too
soon discovers. So, small is
beautiful after all. Mooch the
Messy is a young rat who just
cannot keep his home tidy.
But when dad comes to visit,
his young son is forced to tidy
up though somehow his home
doesn't seem the same and
when father leaves Mooch
happily reverts to his messy
ways. In both stories,
humorous pictures extend the
text and the enjoyment of the
reader. JB

Humphrey the
Number Horse
Rodney Peppe, Magnet,
041651990, 3, £1.50
This is certainly a maths and
tables book with a difference.
But whether its chief purpose
is entertainment, maths or, as
I suspect it may well be, an
inspiration for children's
creative activity I am
uncertain. I found Peppe's
fingerprint animals irresistible
and found it hard to keep my
fingers out of the ink pad.
Certainly one to include in any
primary school classroom. JB

The Kettleship Pirates
Rodney Peppe, Picture
Puffin, 0 14 050.416 8,
£1.50
Inventiveness is once again in
evidence in this, the second
adventure of the Mouse
family. Here an old aluminium
kettle provides the vehicle for
Pip's pirate adventure with
Captain Rat and his merry
crew. Clever use of
speechbubbles establishes the
individual characters and the
whole is full of both visual and
verbal wit. A rollicking good
yarn for solo readers who will
doubtless enjoy poring over
Peppe's detailed pen and wash
pictures and an added interest
conies from the photograph of
the actual model the artist
used as the basis for his
illustrations given in the front
of the book. JB
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Tim Mouse Goes
Down the Stream
Judy Brook, Corgi
Books, 0552 52264 3,
£1.50
More adventure afloat on the
river and again small rodents
feature.

Tim Mouse and his friend Mr
Brown, the hedgehog, find a
message in a bottle and set off
on their raft to rescue Willy
Frog from the wicked rats.
This they finally do but not
before a highly eventful
voyage. Alternate spreads of
colour and black and white
pictures full of humorous
detail together with a longish
text with plenty of dialogue
should hold the attention of
the young listener or reader in
what I find hard to believe is
the first paperback edition of a
story first published at the end
of the sixties; so Tim and his
friends should be entertaining
a whole new generation of
children. JB

Tales from Allotment
Lane School
Margaret Joy, Young
Puffin, 014 03.1729 5,
£1.25
Three Cheers for
Ragdolly Anna
Jean Kenward, Young
Puff in, 014 03.1780 5,
£1.25

Both the characters and the
incidents in Margaret Joy's
twelve stories certainly ring
true and I am sure that
children will recognise Asif,
Nasreen, Jean and the other
members of Miss Mee's class.
Designated 'Read Aloud' in
the new Young Puffin
categorisation, but, as with
any such labelling, this should
not be taken as definitive -
although ideal for reading to
younger children, this
collection will also be enjoyed
by solo readers of around six
to eight. Ragdolly Anna makes

Infant/Junior

At Allotment Lane School.

what I know will be a welcome
return for many young readers
in six further adventures,
though now the heroine has
grown to 'eighteen inches tall'
and so more is expected of her

by the Little Dressmaker.
Line drawings will add to the
enjoyment of the child reader
but here again, this book can
also be enjoyed by very young
listeners especially if they have
been following Anna's
adventures on television. JB

Animal Tales from
Listen With Mother
Beaver, 0 09 940650 0,
£1.25
Like many others I regretted
the demise of the BBC's
Listen With Mother
programme but I must admit
that I find this collection on its
own somehow fails to induce
in this adult reader aloud, the
same sense of 'magical
experience' that is referred to
in the introduction; but then
perhaps the whole point is that
I am having to be a reader
rather than a listener and
maybe parents with young
children will find that it does
weave the right spell for them.

JB

The Railway Cat
Phyllis Arkle, ill. Lynne
Byrnes, 014 03.1660 4
Duck Boy
Christobel Mattingley,
ill. Tessa Barwick
01403.17449

Little Boy Lost
Nina Warner Hooke,
ill. Terry Riley,
01403.17384
All Young Puffin 'Story
Book': £1.25 each
These three are in the Young
Puffin series Story Book
category for those who have
developed reading stamina.
The re-thinking of the series is
welcome. I can see these three
fitting well into infant or
younger junior classroom
collections or individualised
reading stages.

I know from experience that
Phyllis Arkle's witty and
undemanding style goes down
well with sixes up to nines (see
the Magic and the Dinosaur
books, also in Young Puffin).
This one concerns a
resourceful cat who keeps
things ticking at a village
station, much to the chagrin of
an unhelpful railway porter.
Action and movement is
well-integrated and there are
some enjoyable theatrical
touches when Alfie the cat is
co-opted as a panto cat.

I'd guess that the same
children would enjoy Duck
Boy, though its appeal may
also stretch to older juniors. In
a delicately-crafted tale, a boy
finds recognition and
independence from a self-
absorbed older brother and
sister when he nurtures a pair
of ducks on a farming holiday.
Vivid observations of sights,

From Duck Boy.

sounds and the natural
countryside give the story its
texture. Here's that rare thing
in a book for the young, too: a
genuinely mutual and equal
relationship between the boy,
Adam, and the lonely lady he
befriends.

Similarly, the appeal of Little
Dog Lost will be wide. Pepito,
a stray dog, travels around
Spain finding various owners
and the writer gives us
colourful and multifaceted
fragments of different lives
and settings. These are
cleverly linked and the
episodes showing the
hierarchical nature of the stray
dogs' gangs are fascinating. Its
structure makes it an excellent
readaloud for serialisation.

CM

Mardie's Adventures
Astrid Lindgren, trans.
Patricia Crampton, ill.
lion Wikland, Magnet,
0416 87610 2, £1.50
A fine collection of stories
about Mardie, a little Swedish
girl who is 'big, almost seven'
and her little sister. Sixes to

eights will be captivated by the
songs, the pranks (the funniest
is where the little sister gets a
pea stuck up her nose: not to
be tried) and the changing
seasons.

They will be brought up
vividly, in an unusual way, by
the crisp simplicity of the
writing (is it the fact that the
gifted translator has had to
give such close attention to the
words that gives the writing a
poetic resonance that you'll
never find in a reading
scheme?) The sights, smells,
feelings of early childhood are
splendidly held and savoured.
The story called 'A Very Jolly
Sad Day' is the best account
I've read of a child learning
the near-magical power of
writing. CM

Mr Bubbus and the
Railway Rescue
Joan Drake, ill.
ValBiro, Beaver,
009 9382601, £1.25
Endearing story which will
help with one of those
eternally puzzling questions:
'What happens at the seaside
in the winter?' In this resort,
they have a visiting royal
(Princess Cherriplum), a
daring sea rescue and a baddie
who wants to build a glue
factory to deal with. Well-
constructed, witty story with
some original characters (how

about Sir Benjamin Bathbun
of Bathbun Towers!) of whom
we should hear more. CM

Pirate Pete
Erwin Moser,
0 907 144 81 0
The Friends Have
a Visitor
Helme Heine,
0 907 144 82 9
Private Zoo
G. McHargue, ill.
Michael Foreman,
0 907 144 79 9
Puss in Boots
Tony Ross,
0 907 144 80 2
Methuen Moonlight,
£1.50 each
1 have come to expect a high
standard from the Pocket Bear
series and again I am not
disappointed. Full marks yet
again to Christine Baker, the
series editor, who has an
unfailing eye for picture books
which can fit the series format.
Their 'real book' shape and
appearance means that their
potential readership is very
wide: older readers who may
be unhappy if seen with large
picture books (no matter how
enlightened their teachers)
readily accept and devour
these along with younger,
more confident readers. It is
especially good to have Private
Zoo available again: this is a
fine example of the art of the
picture book where the whole
is far more than the sum of its
parts. If you have not yet
come across 'The Friends' I do
urge you to make their
acquaintance with this
charming book; and just in
case you are not familiar with
Tony Ross's zany treatment of
nursery tales then do try his
rendition of Puss in Boc*s. JB
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Junior/Middle

The Young Performing
Horse
John Yeoman and
Quentin Blake,
Magnet, 0416510205,
£1.50
Yeoman's imaginative text is
again perfectly matched by
Blake's characteristically witty
pictures in this tale of a
pantomime horse who is
bought by a couple of poor
farm children.

There's a rich theatrical
background and a strong sense
of intertext in the Dickensian
tone of the tale - much enjoyed
by those older juniors who
knew the R.S.C. tele-version
of Nicholas Nickleby. Younger
children will just enjoy the
riotous pace of it all. Look at
the generous double-page
spread of Victorian London to
see how the imaginative
collaboration of author and
artist teach children the
movement and scope of
storytelling. CM

Doctor De Soto
William Steig, Hippo,
0590 70336 6, £1.25

IS
Dr De Soto is a conscientious
dentist - who also happens to
be a mouse. Understandably,
he won't treat cats, but takes
pity on a fox with violent
toothache . . .

I like the way the patterns of a
suspense-laden fairy tale are
moved with ease to a modern
setting: there's at least two
curdling climaxes. Super
characterisation and funny
dialogue. This artist's gifts lie
in the way he makes stories
and tells jokes in the pictures.
The busy (New York?)
streetscape and the Heath
Robinson-style contraptions
particularly appealed to my
sixes and sevens, but there's
much, much more. CM

Going West
Martin Waddell and
Philippe Dupasquier,
Picture Puffin,
014 050 473 7, £1.75
Poignant, child-like prose and
spacious, atmospheric pictures
tell the story of a pioneering
family's move westward across
America. Both author and
artist use cinematic techniques
of narrative, focussing and
sequencing to catch the sense
of movement in their tale.
Dupasquier's pictures,
expansive desert landscapes,
snowcapped mountains, or
families huddled for warmth in
wagons, constantly shift from
the large-scale to the homely
to give the reader space to
reflect on the story's meanings.
The sadness at the heart of it
all is stronger for being
understated.

This book will be enjoyed at
many levels by many age
groups but I can testify that
reading it with eleven to
thirteen year old 'reluctant'
readers has convinced me of
the power of picture books in
showing how stories can make
readers. CM

Quick, Let's Get Out
of Here
Michael Rosen and
Quentin Blake, Puffin,
014 03.1784 8, £1.50
Mike Rosen's 'conversation'
poems are rightly popular with
youngsters because they are
fun to hear or read. Astute at
selecting themes with which
kids empathise, Rosen's
material is also a 'godsend' to
teachers looking for a lively
introduction to 'poetry' for the
young. It works for them,
because it's fun, so they enjoy
it, and are therefore more
likely to pursue an interest in
writing or reading poetry.
Some old favourites here
(I Know Someone; Thirty Two
Lengths) but lots of new
material, plenty of Eddie
involvement, plus the bonus of
illustrations of quality from
Quentin Blake, make the book
even more appealing.
Thoroughly recommended to
youngsters, parents, teachers
- and excellent value at £1.50.

BB

The Vanishing Gran
Hazel Townson, ill.
Philippe Dupasquier,
Beaver, 0 09 935480 2,
95p
The heroes of the same
author's Ice Cream Crime and
Cobb Street School books
(both also in Beaver) in
another breathtakingly paced
story involving a missing
Gran. Engaging characters
and snappy dialogue will help
sevens to nines along.
Dupasquier's crowded pictures

- some of them double-page
spreads - match the action
perfectly. Harrassed
grown-ups, stock villains but a
rich sense of humour and pace
gives the story sparkle. CM

The Finn Gang
Catherine Sefton, ill.
Michael Charlton,
Hippo, 0 590 70353 6,
£1.00
An exciting yarn involving a
shady bunch of newcomers to
an Irish village, secret codes
and a teacher (The Incredible
Budgie) who's suspected of
being a spy. This writer's child
characters are always spirited
- especially the girls. Mary is
the leader of the gang: 'The
password is "Boadicea",
because she was a Warrior
Queen, like me'. The trouble
is the only other member is
her titchy brother, Dodger.
All the same, they manage to
unravel the plot of this lively,
well-sped narrative. CM

Community Magic
Patricia Cleveland-Peck,
ill. Maureen Bradley,
Beaver, 0099385201,
£1.25
A follow-up to Wilh'am the
Wizard, but a good starting
place for those who haven't
encountered this gifted writer's
work, and her heroes'
escapades with the community
wizard and Department of
Social Sorcery. This writer's
particular gift is the way she
can blend the everyday and
the fantastic (see, if you don't
know them, her stories about
The String Family). Here, a
Children's Book Week and
CB radio blend in well with
mages, quests and wizardry.
Lovely visiting author who's
not all she seems (I know kids
who think writers are
magicians!). Imaginative and
exciting writing: a spellbinding
story, and we learn a lot about
wizard lore too. CM

Charlie, Emma and
the Dragon Family
Margaret Greaves, ill.
Eileen Browne, Magnet,
0416 478700, £1.25
Many teachers found the same
writer's Charlie, Emma and
Alberic a great success with
eights-up. Here, Alberic's
son, Ashley, joins the child
heroes. There are some
smashing scenes (I liked the
nature walk). Ashley aids the

children in a drive against the
bureaucrats which is a theme
that I always enjoy, as do most
eight year olds.

Ms. Greaves has an ear fine-
tuned to the linguistic fun to
be had when young dragons
meet up with young children.

CM

The Curse of the
Egyptian Mummy
Pat Hutchins, ill.
Laurence Hutchins,
Fontana Young Lions,
000 672463 9, £1.50
Fans of Follow That Bus (same
writer; same publisher) will
enjoy this action-packed
adventure around a Cub
Scouts' camping holiday.
Clever, intricate plot with
mummified bodies lurking, car
chases, derring-do.

My admiration is chiefly for
the writer's use of dialogue:
she knows as well as anyone
how stories come from talk
and action. See how the
narrative moves in a
continuous flow, like a TV
script, involving the reader
(probably eights to elevens) in
the action. Sharp,
contemporary writing: Mr
Hutchins' pictures are a bonus.

CM

Nicholas at Large
Goscinny & Sempe,
Arrow, 0 09 939730 7,
95p
Great entertainment for any
Junior age kids is provided by
these adventures of days in the
life of Jeremy, Nicholas,
Geoffrey, and friends. 'I came
fourth in history; it was a test,
and I knew about Sir Walter
Raleigh getting his cloak wet.'
Whatever the situation, the
'lads' will find some means of
exploiting it, like embryo
Adrian Moles. Goscinny is, of
course, the creator of Asterix,
which indicates that the
humour will be subtle and
stylish, rather than the
sledgehammer variety. BB
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Middle/Secondary
The Dark Behind the
Curtain
Gillian Cross, Hippo,
0590 70349 8, £1.50
'If you concentrate all your
energy into one kind of feeling,
it might make a kind of print
that goes on after you're dead.
Perhaps it stops knowing
you're dead even.'

When that energy is consuming
hatred, evoked by a school
production of Sweeny Todd,
then mysterious and sinister
things happen to the actors,
most notably to Ann and
Jackus; but not to Marshall,
the boy who plays the barber
himself, with a chillingly
powerful skill and un-nerving
realism which can only finally
be contained and checked by
desperate measures.

This makes a well-written,
compelling read; quite one of
the best ghost stories I've read
in a long while. Well
recommended for Upper
Junior/Lower Secondary. I'm
thinking of it as a class reader.

DB

Lizzie Dripping
Helen Cresswell, Puffin,
014 03.17511, £1.25
Lizzie Dripping wants only to
please. Around her there is a
tirade from irate adults - her
mother, Aunt Blodwyn and
even a witch who seems
capable only of nagging when
Lizzie goes to her for help.
Her dad's absent-minded
kindness only adds to Lizzie's
frustration and the frustration
of the reader. Lizzie is a victim
of every circumstance and as
such the reader yearns to solve
her problems for her. Each
chapter is an amusing but
exasperating tale of Lizzie's
attempts to please and the
displeasure that results. Lizzie
first appeared in 1973 but her
character is a timeless one and
children of any age will
continue to enjoy her
escapades for a long time to
come. CL

CEBSSWStt

The Granny Project
Anne Fine, Magnet,
0 416 51670 X, £1.50
Natasha is prepared to get rid
of her mother-in-law
tomorrow. Henry will see his
mother go to keep his wife
happy. The children, however,
feel rather differently; they
plan to save Gran from the
home and educate their
parents about true social
concern. They come to realise
the real pressures of having a
senile, incontinent adult in the
house and the genuine
dichotomy .with which their
parents are confronted.

There is much humour,
eccentricity and pathos. It is
however a difficult book to
'get in to' and it was only after
several chapters that I felt that
1 was one with the family's
problems. Twelve-year-old
testers felt the same. A pity
for there is much to be gained
by reaching the end. CL

The Root Cellar
Janet Lunn, Puffin,
014 03.1835 6, £1.75
12 year-old Rose Larkin's
peculiarly insular lifestyle is
abruptly shattered when
events force her to move in
with disorganised relatives in a
shambles of a house near a
Canadian Lake. The discovery
there of a root cellar provides
an escape from all that she
loathes back in the 1860's
where she becomes involved
with Susan and Will,
themselves bound up in the
excitement, chaos and
separation of the American
Civil War. Her experiences
bring inevitable changes; she
learns that 'it doesn't matter
where you come from . . .
what matters is where you
belong', and this leads her to
direct her own life, in her own
time, in a way that will bring
much sought-for peace and
contentment.

Across the Atlantic this book
has won awards and critical
acclaim; I found it too slow in
places and quite derivative;
the last chapter too was
over-sentimental for my taste.
It might find a readership
amongst book-experienced
girls. DB

The Neverending
Story
Michael Ende, Puffin,
014 03.1793 7, £2.50
The hype which accompanies
the recent film may ensure
sales, but I wonder how many
young readers will reach the
end of The Neverending Story.

Bastian, fat, weak, unloved
and unlovely, comes by an
unusual book, which nurtures
his only real talent, that of
storytelling. Ensconced in his
school attic he becomes
increasingly absorbed with the

adventures of Atreyu, the
questing hero and enters the
world of Fantastica himself,
becoming its acclaimed saviour
and learning, after several
mis-adventures, how to cope
with his own, real world, to
which he is eventually
returned.

It's a very long, strenuous read
and brimming over with
imaginative invention, factors
which could restrict its child
readership. It exceeds beyond
saturation point for fantastic
artifice and becomes
indigestible. In the last half
especially, the reader is
presented with a monotonous
series of creative problems,
followed by slick fortuitous
answers. The end hints at a
sequel - it could be repeating
on us neverendingly! DB

Handles
Jan Mark, Puffin,
014 03.1587 X, £1.50
This Carnegie winner returns
us to Polthorpe (remember
Thunder and Lightnings?)
near which city girl, motor-
bike mad Erica is forced to
stay with Auntie Joan and her
MCP menfolk. The chance
discovery of 'Mercury Motor
Cycles', tucked behind the
High Street opens up a comic
and absorbing world for Erica,
in sharp contrast to the
boredom and stifling restraint
of Hall Farm Cottage with its
malignant rows of marrows
and the odious Cousin Robert.

This is a sharply funny book
with a potently serious side
which questions prescribed
attitudes to male/female roles
and the way in which we attach
'handles' to people. Jan Mark
is nudging cultural assumptions
and exploring and showing a
whole range of pre-adolescent
feelings with a most assured
lightness of touch. One award
winner which many children
will enjoy and from which they
could take away a great deal.

DB

Thimbles
David Wiseman, Puffin,
0 14 03.1590 X, £1.25
For older, socially aware
middle school children this is a
delightful read. Cathy loses
her holiday abroad when her
father is suspended from work

for inciting union action. She
goes instead to her doting
grandparents. They attempt to
shield her from problems at
home by involving her in the
sorting of a trunk of ancient
family belongings. In amongst
the clothes and pictures Cathy
finds a collection of antique
thimbles. With two of them
she is taken back almost two
centuries to share the
experiences of two very
different children at the
massacre of Peterloo. Through
Kate and Sophie, Cathy comes
to terms with her own present
day dilemma and learns to
accept her father's stand.

A story which conveys a great
sense of the struggles and
tensions of social history. It is
simply told however, an easy
read but one that provokes
important questions that
bright readers will wish to
pursue. CL

The Way to
Sattin Shore
Philippa Pearce, Puffin,
014 03.1644 2, £1.50
'But surely you had to know
someone before you could
forget them . . .' Kate comes
to know and to grow with the
book. The Way to Sattin Shore
is quite beautiful, totally
absorbing, and intriguing. The
opening chapter leads you to
believe that this is a story
about a young child, for young
children but as Kate grows in
knowledge of her family the
story grows in strength. It is a
tender story of the aches that
hold a family together and tear
it apart. Kate dreads but
accepts the silent rule of her
grandmother in the family
house just as she accepts that
she was born on the day that
her father died. She accepts
until the tombstone in the
churchyard disappears and
questions must be asked.
No-one will answer Kate's
questions. Every ear is deaf
and in her loneliness she takes
herself to Sattin Shore, on an
interminable bike ride, to find
the truth. I am frequently
haunted by Tom and Hattie's
skating journey to Ely, in
Tom's Midnight Garden. I am
sure that I will remember as
clearly the lonely ride to Sattin
and equally the triumphant
day when Kate learns to
toboggan on her
grandmother's big black tray.
Such intense cameos serve to
highlight the depth of feeling
throughout the book. Kate
finds her father and her
paternal grandmother. She
comes to understand the
loneliness of both her
grandparents in their separate
existences and how she, just a
little, can make them happier.

A most moving book, with
memories to be treasured
forever by readers of eleven
and over. CL
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Older Readers

Goodbye Summer
Alison Prince, Magnet,
0 416 51510 X, £1.50
'Experience was all-important
that summer,' Sasha decides.
Her seventeeth summer is a
growing-up time, to do with
best friend, boy, parents and
jobs. A standard theme,
well-handled. I found the
book tough, intelligent, funny,
painful and good. A definite
choice for library and book
boxes, worthwhile for small
group and class reading. TD

The Bumblebee Flies
Anyway
Robert Cormier,
Fontana Lions,
000 672358 6, £1.75
A strange and intriguing novel,
perhaps more so than I Am the
Cheese but I found the
distancing effects less satisfying
here. Barney is apparently in a
terminal clinic but perhaps not
dying, undergoing mind-
altering experiments,
searching for reality and for
dreams and distancing himself
from the situation by mental
and verbal tricks. He and the
reader are never sure where
they are. Cormier's skill lies in
completely involving the
reader with characters and
situations which are never
stable, graspable or definable.
You have to read, re-read and

explore the book with other
readers and that's one of the
strongest reasons for
recommending it. TD

Futuretrack 5
Robert Westall, Puffin
Plus, 01403.16418,
£1.75
Complex, demanding and
perhaps too large in scope, the
book gives us a savage view of
21st-century England whose
sharply-divided and controlled
social groups are revealed
through the hero's journey of
flight, discovery and mission.
By birth a privileged Est,
intelligence makes him one of
the elite Techs. He breaks
through the Wire to live with
inner-city Unnems, linking up
with a Futuretrack bike-racing
girl. They travel, evading
Paramils, psychopters and the
lobofarm, learning how
society is brutally manipulated
and end by attempting to
destroy the central computer.
The story is gripping,
provoking and for experienced
readers. TD

Talking in Whispers
James Watson, Fontana
Lions, 0 00 672378 0,
£1.50
Even though this novel
probably tells only the half of
the atrocities and grim reality
of brutal regimes, it remains a
powerfully gripping and
disturbingly moving threnody
for all oppressed peoples.

Set in Chile at an unspecified
time it tells the story of Andres
Laretta and two friends trying
in their own way to fight the
corrupt system, trying to live
with mindless daily violence;
but most important of all
trying to survive to tell the
tale. Their grief, their suffering
but most of all their courage
shouldn't fail to have an
impact on older readers,
moved not by hysterical prose
but by a very convincing,
compelling example of
thought-provoking
storytelling. DB

Zed
Rosemary Harris,
Magnet, 0416 51110 4,
£1.75
When eight year-old Thomas
Z. Amsterel went with his
father to pick up some air
tickets from his Uncle Omar's
office he could not have
known that he would become a
catalytic participant in a
terrorists' four-day siege, and
his life, most importantly his
relationship with his father,
would take a far-reaching new
direction.

Rosemary Harris has very
enterprisingly fused those past
events with Zed's life eight
years on. Her storytelling is
topical, tense and
psychologically exact.
Definitely worth
recommending to older
readers. Perhaps a more
approachable alternative to
Cormier's After the First
Death. DB
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David Bennett

LIFELINE 3
Books for Sharing

Books for Sharing is a list of books compiled for use as class readers
in Primary and Secondary classrooms by Joan Barker and
David Bennett. They are avid sharers of books with their classes and
both convinced of the enormous benefits of reading together.
Part One appeared in July 1984.
Part 6 offers suggestions for the second half of the summer term -
titles to complete a year of shared stories. We hope that readers will
try out books wherever they are appropriate to their own school
situation and will explore and experiment with some of the follow-up
work, ideas for which are not intended to be comprehensive but
more to give a flavour of what might be done to further excite and
engage the readers who share the texts. Joan Barker

LOWER JUNIORS The Butty Boy
Jill Paton Walsh, Macmillan, and Piccolo, o.p. but
available in libraries
Harriet hates being a girl. Her life in Victorian England is not
exciting; she doesn't even go to school but has lessons at home.
Perhaps with a move to a new house things will change. They don't
until 'Harry' discovers the canal at the end of the garden and joins a
short-handed canal boat; its crew of children desperately trying, in
the absence of parents, to deliver the cargo of coal on time to
London. The adventure changes her life forever.

Jill Paton Walsh's books are a delight to read aloud, creating accurate
pictures in the minds of the listeners. Her subjects are always well-
researched and any class hearing Butty Boy would have a very clear
idea of what life was like on the canals in the nineteenth century; and
yet it is in no way didactic. Nowhere are the facts allowed to intrude
on the enjoyment of a good tale, well told.
The Butty Boy is suitable for any Junior age class but I have chosen to
use it here with lower juniors. By the end of the first year they are
ready for a longer book and are beginning to be able to see things
from other people's points of view. The summer term is also a good
time for a canal visit.

Thing to Do
1. 'While we lingered on the bridge .. . brown
handkerchief she wore on her head.' Make a
class frieze of the canal scene in paint, crayon,
collage — with everyone contributing.
2. Find out as much as you can about canal
locks. Draw a cartoon strip showing how the
boat went through the first lock. Remember it
was going uphill and the lock was full when
they reached it.
3. 'Inside the cabin . . . the sparkling brass
and copper.' Paint a picture of the boat cabin
or make a lace plate from a paper plate - cut
holes in the rim and thread with ribbon.
4. 'She lies as fast as a dog can lick a dish.'
Harry told lies to save them from trouble. Is it
all right to tell lies sometimes or should we
always tell the truth?
5. In groups act out either the scene where
Harry's family goes to look for her or the
scene on the morning she returns.

More to Read
Mouldy's Orphan
Gillian Avery, Puffin,
01403.12692, 95p

MIDDLE JUNIORS Kipper's Turn
Marjorie Darke, Blackie, and Fontana Lion, o.p. but
available in libraries
Kipper needs to work to pay for his board and lodging, so when the
School Board men catch up with him he has no alternative but to run
away. He meets Bet, Silo and Lofty, three homeless urchins, and
shares their food and the cellar where they sleep. He soon realises
that they are thieves and although he tries to avoid it finds himself
trapped into helping them to steal from the jewellery workshop
where he used to work. Ashamed of himself he plans to make
amends.
An exciting story, painting a vivid picture of what life must have been
like for homeless children in the second half of the nineteenth cen-
tury. Kipper overcomes all obstacles to prove that honesty pays - a
worthwhile message for children of any age.
Marjorie Darke writes for a wide age-range and this is a good intro-
duction to an author who will give enjoyment over a number of
years.

More to Read Fair's Fair Leon Garfield, ill. Margaret Chamberlain, Macdonald, o.p.

Things to Do
1. Read the accounts of Kipper's first view of
Lofty and Silo. Paint their portraits.
2. 'Never borrow a penny, nor owe one
neither.' Is this advice given to Kipper by his
father good or not? Discuss this in a group.
3. Act the scene outside the theatre where
Silo and Bet are mimicking the passers-by and
Lofty is 'dipping'. (Chap. 3).
4. 'If yo int with us, yo're agin us.' Lofty had
him hooked. Have you ever been forced into
doing something that you didn't want to do or
you knew was wrong? Talk about it to a
partner. Make up a dialogue between you
where one is trying to persuade the other to
do something they don't want to.
5. In groups of three, rewrite the episode
where the boys break into Mr Repton's
workshop as if you were either Kipper, Lofty
or Silo. Read them aloud and compare the
differences in the story depending on who is
the teller.

UPPER JUNIORS

More to Read
The Bonnie Pit Laddie
Frederick Grice, Puffin,
01403.11904, £1.50
Goodnight Mr Tom
Michelle Magorian, Puffin,
01403.15411, £1.50

The Courage of Andy Robson
Frederick Grice, Puffin, 0 14 03.1528 4, 85p
Andy Robson is sent from the pit town of Sleetburn to live with his
relatives in Lilburn in the countryside of Northumberland where his
uncle is park warden to Lord Hetherington's estate and so responsi-
ble for the well being of the famous wild white cattle.

Andy is, at first, unfamiliar with the country ways: too weak to
cut peat, too 'strong' to take up knitting, a male pastime in
Northumberland, mocked by a sarcastic schoolteacher and bullied by
another boy. He is a misfit and can do nothing right in his new envi-
ronment. However, the wild and unpredictable nature of both the
cattle and the countryside itself bring about two disasters and Andy
finds himself forced to draw upon reserves of strength and courage he
hadn't realised that he possessed.

I choose this book because it is sensitively written and deals with situ-
ations such as bullying, coping with a new home, a sadistic teacher
and making 'adult' decisions: the type of worrying circumstances that
are the concern of many children. Subsidiary characters are not
strongly drawn for it is essentially the story of Andy Robson, the
main character, but this does not detract from the skilful story telling
and excellent descriptive passages which enhance the tale.

Things to Do
1. "This was the longest train journey he had
ever done, and the first he had done on his
own' (p 9-10). Map journeys which children
have made. How many have made a journey
on their own? What did they think about,
worry about on the journey? Poetry writing
'Journeying Alone'.
2. 'He was a big boy . . . bun' (p 20). Paint a
portrait of the boy.
3. 'Mr Charlton . . . dirty puddles' (p 37). In
pairs, act out this paragraph. Take it in turns
to be Andrew and Billy Craggs. Then discuss
how it feels to be each boy and why Billy
behaves the way he does.
4. 'Andrew sat on his cracket knitting . . .'
(p 56). Children could take up something that
they don't normally do to see how quickly
they can master it. Perhaps children who
already have the skill could do the initial
teaching: knitting, weaving, bike
maintenance, plastic kit modelling.
5. '. . . his uncle, face downward and half
buried in the snow' (p 107). Discuss what the
children would do if they were Andy at this
point.
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Another Fine Mess
Jan Needle, Fontana Lions, 0 00 671978 3, £1.25
Here's a longish, quite complex and very busy last novel for this age
group, which takes a treatment as over-trie-top as its zany contents.
Most pupils would benefit from a who's who as they go along and
with adequate preparation it can be easily abridged and serialized,
with plenty of cliff-hangers to keep pupils anxious for the next
reading.
George, Cynthia and Prof, from The Size Spies fetch up in
Elizabethan England due to the vagaries of the Cheap Day Return
Transferer in unholy alliance with the self-opinionated Thinks
Computer - only the Snark keeps them from grim death at the hand
of the charlatan Swipe-me Bob . . . Meanwhile, Jugears and
Mophead are trying to effect a rescue back in the Twentieth Century
- intrigued? The whole book is like a riotous cartoon strip, very visual
in its description and colourfully humorous in its language, which,
with a suitable dramatic reading, children love.

More to Read
The Size Spies
Fontana Lions, 0 00 671701 2,
£1.00 (Precursor to Another Fine
Mess)

Ideal Home
Fulvio Testa, Abelard-Schuman,
0 200 72768 0, £4.95 - an intriguing
picture book, full of visual
anachronisms. Also other books
by Jan Needle.

Things to Do
1. If you got hold of Prof, 's telephone into
the future, what date would you 'phone and
what would the conversation sound like?
What date would you like to 'phone into the
past? - A History/English collaboration?
2. Write an eye-witness account of Da
Corobano's performance for rich visitors
(p 84-87) - perhaps a letter to a relative.
Make his posters for the show.
3. Elizabethan T.V. A.M. reports on the
strange events at the theatre (Chaps. 23/24).
Interview a Puritan and introduce bias. Then
goon to No. 4.
4. "The Police?' said Cynthia. 'Now I know
you're crazy. There's no such thing,
remember?' (p 109). Discuss anachronism.
Make up a worksheet with anachronisms for
other pupils to spot - either in drawings or
stories about the characters in the book.
5. The plot has many twists and turns. Try to
construct a flow diagram which traces the
main characters' actions chapter by chapter
through the book. Discuss how Needle takes
up and leaves threads of the plot and carefully
constructs last sentences to create suspense.

YEAR 2 Sinister Stories
ed. Jean Russell, Magnet, 0 416 46120 4, £1.25
The last half term is often a shambles with all the Comings and goings.
Consequently short stories are a good idea to escape the problems
caused by lack of continuity of lessons. This collection is commenda-
ble because the contributors are well regarded and there's a very wide
variety on offer, so it forms a valuable introduction to some impor-
tant authors along with a wealth of valuable, imaginative material.

The stories can be grouped quite successfully for valuable comparison
and contrast work - sinister pets (Black Dog, The Parrot, The Passing
of Puddy); people to avoid (The Dollmaker, Mister Mushrooms);
troublesome possessions (Miss Hooting's Legacy, The Book of the
Black Arts). Otherwise, take them in isolation and explore their sinis-
ter elements, characterization, plotting etc., e.g. Dangleboots and the
Day After Tomorrow.
Bookshop purchases and library borrowing indicates that sinister
stories have a wide appeal with children; at least these are well-
written and original unlike many which in itself makes them worth
highlighting in the classroom.

More to Read
In this same series look at:

Things to Do
1. Design and describe helots for specific
tasks e.g. decorator helots, car-cleaning
helots and write an adventure for them - with
your family perhaps, or the Armitages again.
2. Discuss and theorise what might have been
the writers' original sources of inspiration for
some of the stories.
3. At the end of The Book of the Magic Arts
there's a suggestion that more volumes might
exist - use the last paragraph as a story telling
stimulus prior to reading Patricia Miles' story.
4. The vicar's own version of Welcome Yule
and what happened on Midsummer's Eve? —
Drama and discussion.
5. A Balloon Debate involving a group of
matched characters. Which one must jump
(or leave the story)? e.g. Brigine, Auntie
Avril, Mister Mushrooms and Miss
Hooting/Cousin Elspeth, Caroline and Colin.

The Magnet Book of Survivors
Molly Perham, 0 416 45880 7, £1.25

The Magnet Book of Strange Tales
ed. Jean Russell, 0 416 21100 9, £1.00

The Magnet Book of Spine Chillers
ed. Lance Salway, 0 416 25560 4, £1.00

YEAR 3

Other novels by the same author:
A Walk in the Hills of the Dreamtime
Heinemann, 0 435 12255 X, £1.75

My Boy John that went to Sea
Heinemann, 0 435 12233 9, £1.50

Walkabout
Puffin, 014 03.1292 7, £1.25
I also see parallels between this and
Paul Gallico's Snowgoose.

The Golden Seal
J. Vance Marshall, Granada, 0 583 30719 1, £1.25
(also A River Ran Out of Eden, Heinemann,
0 435 12110 3, £1.15; Heinemann Guided Readers,
0 435 27054 0, 90p)
A recent film and a new cover should lead to a well-deserved renewal
of interest in this tale. Walkabout, by the same author, is widely used
in schools and this shorter tale shares its qualities of intelligence in
theme and style, and most importantly in the sheer craftsmanship of
its language. It would serve well anywhere in upper secondary but I
place it here as a useful link between lower school literature study
and the more rigorous approach we aim at for exam work. As such it
is more suitable for able children but a sensitive mediation should
make it accessible to others too.
Jim Lee, a disfigured, elderly trapper and his young squaw wife
Tania, set up home on the bleakly beautiful island of Unimak, where
they raise two children. The relative idyll of their existence is over-
shadowed by Jim's long-standing craving to capture a rare golden-
furred seal. On the same stormy night both his coveted prize and
another such man as himself, yet more devil-like and ruthless, are
cast onto the Eden of the island and a tussle ensues from Which there
can be no winners, only losers.

Things to Do
1. Beginning with the Biblical creation story
will probably create a slight stir but to trace
the echoes of that story in Marshall's tale
makes a valuable inroad into source, symbol,
allegory and allusion. A matching game of
quote to Biblical reference might be devised.
The jolliest bits of Paradise Lost might be
attempted!

2. Drama. The inquest into Crawford's death
or what Tania and Jim tell the Aleuts when
they return with Crawford's boat.
3. Soliloquy - The unwritten thoughts of
main characters at key points. E.g. Chapter
10 when Jim couldn't pull the trigger; chapter
11 as Crawford returns to the Barabara;
Tania at the end of chapter 15.
4. Using references about the island's
geography and an atlas, draw the island
pinpointing the location of key scenes.
5. Marshall's use of simile and appropriate
vocabulary, and his careful use of pace to
create drama and impact are well worth
exploring - create a reference-book
commentary on Marshall's style and
craftsmanship as exemplified by this story.

YEAR 4/5

More to Read
Novels on a similar theme are:

King Creature Come
J. R. Townsend, Oxford,
0192714414, £4.50

The Vandal
Ann Schlee, Magnet, 0 416 28640 2, £1.50
In case readers thought it was all going to be social realism, here's an
intelligent and intriguing, futuristic fantasy novel as an antidote.
Forget the pretty boy on the cover and lunge straight into a novel
which suggests that mankind's memory and his inherited feelings for
the rhythms of the seasons, almost pagan instincts, can never be fully
repressed. The book portrays a future where the past is considered
painful enough to destroy within hours of it having been experienced
and the peoples' ultra-hygienic lives are controlled by The Drink,
which effectively reduces them to zombies, the danger of which few
can appreciate enough to rebel against. But, a rebel does exist in the
person of sixteen year-old Paul Simonds, whose principal felony is to
give way to the passing of the seasons and try to grow a real'tree.
This longish novel won the Guardian Award in 1979.
Futuretrack 5
Robert Westall, Kestrel, 0 7226 5880 X,
£5.95; Puffin Plus, 0 14 03.1641 8, £1.75

Things to Do
1. Predict the contents of a novel from which
these quotes come: 'New Enlightenment';
'People don't just go for walks'; 'We have to
be very careful about letting paper out of the
controlled environment of school. It's tricky
stuff'; 'Special Investigations Clinic';
'Nothing lost matters'.
2. Use a good diary to match Calendar Days
to Paul's actions between the onset of the
book and the death of the Parrot. Research
New Year customs and Harvesting customs.
3. A Time Traveller's Guide to the customs
and attitudes of the Age of New
Enlightenment.
4. If you had to submit to The Memory what
ten memories from your life would you
choose to retain?
5. Make a dramatised or cartoon version of
any key episode from the book, e.g. The
Shrub and the girl; Beating the bounds;
Harvesting; the Parrot's death.
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Auth

Eric Carle tells a story about working
with young children, a story which
illustrates both the attention he pays to
children's needs and the delight with
which the young respond to his work.
At home in the United States he was on
a visit to a school to talk about his
books, to read them to the children and
to draw for them. He had taken with
him a copy of his most famous book,
The Very Hungry Caterpillar, but
found on his arrival that it was a
Japanese edition. One small boy,
however, decided that he wanted to
read The Very Hungry Caterpillar to its
creator, picked up the Japanese copy
and proceeded to do just that. 'He was
word perfect,' says Eric Carle with a
warm smile of memory.

That little boy was probably one of the
millions of children all over the world
who have had The Very Hungry
Caterpillar read to them - and who
have demanded to have it read - over
and over again. It was first published in
1969, and has already achieved the
status of a classic children's book. At
the time of writing it has sold over four
million copies and has been translated
into 15 languages.

Eric Carle was a late starter in
children's books; his first book was
published in 1968, when he was 39. But
he made up for this late start by
producing The Very Hungry Caterpillar
next, and by then going on to produce
books such as The Bad-Tempered
Ladybird, The Mixed-Up Chameleon
and the pop-up The Honeybee and the
Robber. His work has been
characterised by two things, originality
and simplicity, which is probably why
the books have been so successful. One
way to show children how a caterpillar
becomes a butterfly, for example, is
just to draw the pictures and tell them
what happens. The original way is to
have holes in the page to show that the
caterpillar is eating his way through the
fruit he encounters. Add a dash of
humour, plenty of bold, bright colour
and a perfect ending - and you have a
recipe for delight.

When Eric Carle was born, in 1929, his
parents had only recently emigrated
from Germany to the United States. In
1935 the family left Massachusetts and
returned to their original homeland.
'My grandmother came over on a visit,
and she said that everything was terrific
in Germany under the Nazis. My
parents were apolitical, but my mother

was very homesick - so we went back.'
For the young Eric this was 'a big
mistake'. He had already started school
in America, where he had a good
teacher and a positive experience of
education. In Germany in the 1930s,
however, things were different.

'It was very traumatic for a six year old
suddenly to find himself between two
languages, two cultures, two
approaches to school. I hated school in
Germany. In fact, I got a severe
beating in my first week there. I was
supposed to have a physical
examination, and at one point the
doctor had to go out of the room.
While he was out, the phone rang and,
naturally, I answered it.'

'I cheerfully admitted I'd done it too,
so I was sent along to the principal. I'm
sure he thought that he had to beat

, some sense into this little American
kid, and he probably thought that he

was doing the right thing - putting me
in my place as it were. It was his duty.
But it was a terrible start for me, and
I've never forgotten it; indeed, as I've
got older, I've felt less and less
forgiving to that man.'

A more positive side to his life in
Germany was his relationship with his
father.' 'My father was that rare
specimen, a non-competitive man. We
used to go for long walks in the
countryside together, and he would
peel back tree bark to show me what
was underneath it, lift rocks to reveal
the insects. As a result, I have an
abiding love and affection for small,
insignificant animals.'

'My father was a civil servant, but he
was also a very artistically talented
man. He had wanted to be a painter,
but his father - my grandfather -
wouldn't let him. My father let me
become a commercial artist, and now
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my son is actually a painter. What's
most interesting to me about this link
across the generations is something that
I discovered as a teenager, I met a
friend of my grandfather's, who asked
me if my grandfather was still a painter
. . . it turned out that my father's father
had had an artistic talent, but that he
had wanted my father to be a civil
servant so that he would have a secure
income. It's taken three generations for
that talent to resurface and be properly
acknowledged in our family.'

Just how big a mistake the family's
return to Germany was became
apparent in 1939, when the second
world war began. At the time, the
Carles were living in Stuttgart, and Eric
remembers the severe bombing.
Towards the end of the war, he was
evacuated to the small town of
Schweningen where he stayed with a
'wonderful family'. His father was
drafted and despatched to the Russian
front, where he was captured.

'He was held for three years after the
war ended, and when he came back he
only weighed 80 Ibs. In fact he was a
broken man and lived only a few more
years. We hadn't seen each other for
eight years, and although we both
wanted to talk to each other, there was
nothing to talk about; contact between
us had broken down. But I did love
him, and as I get older I think more
that he was a very positive influence on
my childhood.'

After the war came art college, and
work as a commercial artist. 'But I had
always wanted to go back to the United
States, and I'd kept my US citizenship.
I finally went back in 1952, and settled
there.' He began to build a career. A
friend sent him to a special 'art
director's show' where he met Leo
Lionni, who at that time was an art
director of Fortune magazine (the same
Leo Lionni who went on to produce
some classic picture books of his own).
The result was a job on the the New
York Times; from there he moved on to
work for an agency and then eventually
took the plunge into life as a freelance.
To begin with, he made a living from
advertising work, but he 'slowly
drifted' into other areas.

One result of trying out new things was
a picture book: Brown Bear, Brown
Bear, What Do You See? with a text
provided by a writer friend, Bill
Martin. Next came The Very Hungry
Caterpillar, and almost overnight Eric
Carle was a highly successful children's
book author/illustrator.

When it comes to talking about what he
does, Eric Carle focuses on three E's -
education, emotion and entertainment.
T am very interested in education,' he
said. 'I think that's got a lot to do with
my own experience of school. There
are two major traumas in anyone's life,
being born and going to school for the
first time. These days we're trying to
make birth easier and more natural,
we're having relaxed Leboyer-style
births instead of gleaming,
technological operating theatres. I have
always wondered if we couldn't do the
same when it comes to children starting
school.'

'The transition for me from home to
school was horrible, and I want to
make that transition better and easier
for children by providing them with
books which help to 'sweeten' the
educational process. I make things
which are half book and half toy, things
a child can touch and feel as well as
look at.'

'But there is something else. So many
"learning" books for the young leave
out the emotional side of life. I want to
keep it in. There is a feeling, an
emotional level quite consciously in
each of my books. The emotion and
feeling were all left out of my education
in Germany, and that's why I think it's
so important for me now. I also think of
myself as an entertainer now. I didn't
use to, I concentrated more on the
educational aspect of my work. But
entertainment is an important part of
books for the young.'

Eric Carle's feelings about his work are
very much tied to his childhood
experiences of being caught between
two nations, two cultures. He talks
about the need to build a 'bridge'
between home and school, and also
about the difference between America
and Germany in this context. T like
America. It's a crazy country but a
tolerant one. In Germany life was very
Puritan, very rigid.' Though, his books
sell very well in Germany, and his son -
the painter - is living and working in
West Berlin at the moment. He also
has a daughter, who is a photographer
and silk screen artist.

He describes the work of doing a book
for children as 'pretty lonely', which is
probably part of the reason he visits
schools and talks to children so
frequently. 'I don't test or research my
books with children. I don't know
where it all comes from, but once a
month or every six weeks or so I go to a
school and talk and read and draw for
the children. I try to explain to them
what I do and how I do it. I also talk to
librarians and teachers and students at
college level, something I enjoy.'

At these talks he gets his audience to
work with him creating huge, colourful
drawings of composite animals. He
starts with one animal and adds various
bits of any other creature his audience
suggests by calling put in quick
succession. These lively occasions were.

the inspiration for The Mixed-Up
Chameleon in which the chameleon
changes colour and shape as he wishes
he were like the other animals he sees.

At home in Western Massachusetts he
works in his studio at a wide desk which
runs the length of one wall and is lit by
a huge north-facing window. The most
important component of much of his
work - apart from his imagination — is
tissue paper, of which he has drawer
after drawer filled with forty shades of
all colours. He starts with a sketch and
then cuts or tears paper into the shapes
he wants. He uses rubber solution to
stick these down, adds acrylic paint or
coloured crayon to add detail or
interest - and there is a picture.

There seems little chance of Eric
Carle's creativity and originality drying
up, either. His latest book is The Very
Busy Spider, and in it he uses a
technique which was developed by
Virginia Jensen in a series of books for
the visually handicapped. The very
busy spider builds a web - a web that
children can feel with their fingers as
well as see with their eyes. It's done by
a special process called Thermography
which uses non-toxic, chip proof ink to
produce the finished result. At the time
of writing his publishers were already
arranging a reprint - before the date of
publication - as demand for the book
has been so high.

When we met Eric Carle at his
publishers' offices, he was unveiling to
them a new idea which looked even
more remarkable than The Very Busy
Spider. What was most interesting,
however, was his intense enthusiasm
that was very infectious. Even after the
success of his other books with all their
millions of copies, he still seemed able
to lose himself in the originality of a
new idea. Perhaps that's the secret of
his books; perhaps they're attractive to
children because there's a truly
child-like enthusiasm behind them. At
the very least, it was obvious to us that
Eric Carle puts his heart and soul into
his books for children, and that he
understands what children want and
need. And what better qualification is
there for a children's author? •

The Books
The Very Busy Spider
Hamish Hamilton, 0 241 11430 6, £6.95

The Mixed-Up Chameleon
Hamish Hamilton, 0 241 11389 X, £5.95

The Bad-Tempered Ladybird
Hamish Hamilton, 0 241 89768 8, £5.50

The Very Hungry Caterpillar
Hamish Hamilton, 0 241 01798 X, £4.95;
Puffin, 0 14 050.087 1, £1.50

Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?
Hamish Hamilton, 0 241 11292 3, £4.50

Watch Out, A Giant
Hamish Hamilton, 0 241 10077 1, £5.50

The Honeybee and the Robber
Julia MacRae Books, o.p.

Catch the Ball
Play and Read Books, Collins, 0 00 140186 6,
£2.50

Let's Paint a Rainbow
Play and Read Books, Collins, 0 00 140187 4,
£2.50
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Here are the latest zebras
Zebra Animal World by Margaret Lane available from 2 8th March.

These animals have been turned into Zebras
- they are the newest titles in this range of early-
learning books.
The factual information and highly detailed
naturalist ic i l lustrations make them excellent
value for infants and juniors at only 75p each.
Full colour hardback

The Lion
The Chimpanzee
The Elephant
The Giraffe

from Walker Books
The growins children's book publisher.

Walker Books Ltd, 184-192 Drummond Street,
London NW1 3HP. Tel: 01-3872000

» SUSIE IS A LADY 1
ALFRED IS A GENTLEMAN
THEY'RE BOTH PIGS!

Susie and Alfred books by
Helen Craig

The Knight, the Princess and the Dragon
A trip to an art gallery sparks off this adventure in
which Susie tests Alfred to find out just how
much he loves her, but Alfred is absorbed in a

project of his own.
The Night of the Paper Bag Monsters

It looks as though Susie and Alfred will not be
going to the fancy dress party together when they

quarrel over their costumes.
0-7445-0262-4 The Knight, the Princess and the Dragon £4.95
0-7445-0263-2 The Night of the Paper Bag Monsters £4.95

From Walker Books
The children's book publisher

Walker Books Ltd,
184-192 Drummond Street, London NWl 3HP

To be published in May

SHIP'S COOK
GINGER

Edward Ardizzone
48pp £2.50 0333393619

DONKEY'S
DREADFUL DAY

Irina Hale
32pp £1.95 0 333 37143 7

AN NO'S
COUNTING BOOK

Mitsumasa Anno
28pp £2.25 0333 37147 X
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AWARDS
The Mother Goose Award
This year's winner: Susan Varley for
Badger's Parting Gifts
Fiona Waters, one of the judges, reports.

This year's winner has the distinction of a unanimous vote from the
judges. Right from the start this book stood out as being something
rather special and a supremely sensitive piece of work.

Susan Varley has used a pen and wash technique of deceptive simplic-
ity to tell her story, equally telling and full of feeling in the squared-
off full page pictures as in the delightful vignettes which are
beautifully designed into the letter-press. The strength of all the
illustrations is in the relaxed and sensitive way in which they serve a
very difficult theme. There is no trace of cuteness or of whimsy in the
handling of anthropomorphic animals, a vehicle for introducing the
theme of old-age and death to young children in a way which is just
distanced enough and in no way mawkish. This artist has a very accu-
rate eye for tone, for creating a sense of distance and depth on a flat
page, and for using her hatched line without labouring the overall
effect of each picture (which means good design too). Working
strongly in the best tradition of English book illustration she has
clearly been inspired by Ernest Shepard and Edward Ardizzone as
well as (one surmises) by some very good teaching, but nevertheless
shows every sign of being her own woman.

We chose three runners-up.

Julia Butcher's The Sheep and the Rowan Tree is elegant and beauti-
fully designed, like an exquisite piece of embroidery. The borders
round each page are superb, echoed but not repeated under the text
which with its lovely illuminated capitals is a joy to read. The whole is
first class - the product of artist and designer working clos
throughout?

arking closely together

Gregg Reyes' Zoo Walk is a book of powerful imaginative atmos-
phere; the choice of black and white just right for the theme of unease
about what might be out there after dark. This work provoked the
most discussion and argument among the judges. It is a flawed
masterpiece; the line drawings are not so sure as the silhouette work
and the visual narrative not always clear. The cold choice of type face
and mean format too do not do the imagination of the book justice.

Jez Alborough's Bare Bear is a real good laugh. Straight from the
Beano tradition, here is a book with unashamed comic, child appeal.
While other books are floundering around being worthy this is just
honest good fun. There has been no attempt to turn the drawings into
'illustrations' and therein lies its success, no pretensions.

The rest - a general view.

Overall the submissions this year were rather dull: far too many
books which produced some tepid agreement and not nearly enough
to provoke a strong response. Perhaps publishers are feeling the need
to play safe and have conveyed this reaction to artists and writers -
not the best way to stimulate creativity. Once again there was a
dearth of non-fiction; all the more disappointing after the hope that
Sarah Pooley's Skin and Bone, a runner-up last year, would signal
more books of this sort. There was a lack of books depicting contem-
porary life and children, and no recognition at all of multi-cultural
Britain. We were deeply disquieted by In Search of Unicorns
(Hodder & Stoughton) whose pictures we considered wholly
inappropriate in children's illustration. As usual, and sadly, there
were the publishers who seem uninterested in giving their artists the
chance of winning an award. Michael Joseph, asked to submit Moses
the Kitten and The Magic Island, replied that they were 'not geared
up to that sort of thing'; there were too many last minute submis-
sions, some books outside the terms of the award.

Black and white illustration was better represented this year. There is
some real quality drawing by Alan Herriot in a traditional Rackham
style for The Foundling by Hector Malot (Canongate). The handling
of small drop-in vignettes is particularly successful, some are beauti-
fully executed. Margaret Jones' forceful and detailed work in
Y Mabinogi (University of Wales Press) was much admired, her
draughtsmanship is breathtaking in places. There is a real feeling for
Celtic decoration here, backed by detailed research, and fused with
her own free and inventive imagery. She makes a powerful contribu-
tion to a long and demanding text and deserves a special mention.

Good figure drawing is crucial to a promising illustrator's repertoire
and there still isn't nearly enough of it, especially in the seemingly
simple stories with a contemporary setting, in reality a most exacting
genre. Teaching in this area on most graphic design courses just isn't
very well done it seems. We all welcomed Juliet and Charles Snape's
Emily the Engine Driver and Daniel Likes Dancing (Julia MacRae) as
a brave attempt in this category.

The most accomplished contenders in the area of highly-wrought
artwork and fantasy were probably Liz Underhill, Pigs Might Fly
(Methuen) and E. J. Taylor, Biscuit, Buttons and Pickles (Walker
Books). The former drew mixed reactions from us: no doubt about
the artist's professionalism and expertise, but on some spreads the
detail seems overloaded to the point of cancelling itself out. E. J.
Taylor has the benefit of a beautifully designed and produced book
overall: endpapers, type-face, balance of full-page illustrations and
drop-ins are all excellent and enhance the pale pretty colours to full
effect. Our reservations were about the main characters, doll figures
verging on the cute, having the feel of some other kind of 'product'.
Peter Weevers' handling of The Hare and the Tortoise (Hutchinson)
is equally expert. His pale watery full-page pictures are well set off by
the text and his line drawings in brown. On the whole he has avoided
the trap of sentimentality and his handling of washes and grasp of
technique are excellent and show great promise.

Things to applaud, things to regret. We look forward to next year. 0

The Mother Goose Award for the most promising newcomer to
children's book illustration is sponsored by Books for Children
booksellers.

The judges for this year were: Clodagh Corcoran, Sally Grindley,
Shirley Hughes, Jane Little, Colin McNaughton, Jan Ormerod and
Fiona Waters.

Susan Varley will be 24 this
year. In 1983 she graduated
from the BA course in Graphic
Design at Manchester
Polytechnic with a first class
honours degree. Since then
she has worked as a freelance
illustrator. The greatest
influence on her work so far,
says Susan, has been her tutor
at Manchester, Tony Ross.
She wrote and illustrated
Badger's Parting Gifts 'in the
hope of helping children get
over the death of someone
they love'. Her second book,
out last Autumn, is After Dark
which has a story by Louis
Baum. Both books are
published by Andersen Press.

Badger's Parting Gifts, Andersen Press, 0 86264 062 8, £4.95
The Sheep and the Rowan Tree, Methuen, 0 416 27710 1, £4.95
Zoo Walk, Oxford University Press, 0 19 279795 6, £4.50
Bare Bear, Benn, 0 510 00162 9, £2.95
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The Guardian
Award
This year's winner:
What is the Truth? by Ted Hughes
with drawings by R. J. Lloyd

Ted Hughes, photo by Mark
Gerson. Right, animals from
What is the Truth?

Stephanie Nettell, Guardian
Children's Books Editor, reports.
It's quite a departure for the Guardian (or anyone else) to present
their Children's Fiction Award to a book that is predominantly verse,
but for sheer creative energy, for action, emotions, even dialogue,
Ted Hughes's What is the Truth? is probably worth several novels.
The judges - writers Penelope Lively, K. M. Peyton, Michael Rosen
and Geoffrey Trease, and myself - felt it stood alone as a very special
book for young people, an inspirational work that catches that par-
ticular excitement of poetry: the joy of discovering if there are any
limits to the sounds, rhythms, moods and ideas that words can create.

The book is subtitled 'A Farmyard Fable for the Young', and its sixty
poems are the richly varied answers a group of country folk give to
the question God's Son asks them in their sleep, implying that each
creature, each person, is his or her own truth. The Poacher sings of
the buzzard and weasel, the Shepherd of swallows and lambs, the
Farmer's son of his pet badger and the fox, the Schoolteacher of the
mouse and the goat - and many, many more, horses and fleas, pigs
and treecreepers, cows and flies, viewed with love, exasperation,
humour and pity.

We would acknowledge at once that few youngsters are likely to
embark on it on their own, but in the hands of a sympathetic,
imaginative adult it offers a marvellous range of emotional satisfac-
tions, metrical forms and rhyming schemes, language games and
unexpected imagery. Mike Rosen, that veteran of classroom cam-
paigns to stir and excite children into experimenting for themselves
with words, was already picturing the fun teachers could have with
such a book: not only will children, in town or country, look at the
wildlife round them with a sharper eye, but they are bound to be
stimulated into wanting to write about their own animals and
feelings.

For straight contrast it would be hard to beat our runner-up, Duck
Street Gang, by Denis Marray, an uninhibited farce, the sort to make
you laugh aloud, about the dreaded class 2D of a Liverpool dockland
comprehensive. Here is a first novel by a 55-year-old who has been a
labourer all his life, displaying an exuberantly original talent that
should be cherished by anyone concerned with children's reading:
these are real teachers and real kids, whose speech and characters
lose nothing in his gloriously shameless search for comic heights. In
fact, just the sort of writer Ted Hughes, in his Arvon workshops and
his many books, has spent his life cheering on.0

What is the Truth?, Faber, 0 571 13155 7, £7.95
Duck Street Gang, Hamish Hamilton, 0 24111269 9, £5.75

The Children's
Book Award
The Federation of Children's Book Groups annual
award is selected after trials and consultation with
children all over the country.

This year's winner:
Brother in the Land by Robert
Swindells, a story of surviving in
a post-nuclear England.

Pat Thomson, co-ordinator of
the award, reports.
The children, from 11 upwards, found the book a gripping compul-
sive read. Their responses taught us that we must not brush aside
their fears in the cowardly hope that they 'do riot understand these
things'. Nor did they permit us the easy escape route into 'children's
books must always be hopeful'. For them, the hope lay in the author's
honesty. A thing which is known may be prevented. The children's
responses were often as moving as the book itself.

The award, a book full of children's writing and drawing about the
book, will be presented to Robert Swindells at the launch of National
Tell a Story Week in Nottingham on 4th May.

The Top Ten runners-up for the award were:
The Goodnight Book, Peter Curry, World's Work, 0 437 32953 4,
£3.95
Cheerful, repetitive text, simple but amusing pictures. Asked for
every night. 2+
Spot Goes to School, Eric Hill, Heinemann, 0 434 94312 6, £5.95
The No. 1 hit personality of infant flap books strikes again. They
loved it. 3+
Lucy and Tom's a.b.c., Shirley Hughes, Gollancz, 0 575 03398 3,
£3.95
There's more to this than the average alphabet book. Provoked lots
of enjoyable talk. 4+
But Martin!, June Counsel and Carolyn Dinan, Faber, 0 57113349 5,
£4.95
A real hit with all ages, especially at the surprise as you turn the page.
We all have our problems at school, but Martin! Well, Martin is
a Martian! 4+
An Evening at Alfie's, Shirley Hughes, The Bodley Head,
0 370 30588 4, £4.95
Alfie is in his element helping the baby sitter to cope with a burst
pipe. 'Let's have it again . . . and again . . . and again . . .' 4+
Willy the Wimp, Anthony Browne, Julia MacRae, 0 86203 175 3,
£4.95
Transformation of Willy from chimp wimp to hero - and possibly
back again. Pictures extremely funny because they are so well
observed. Appealed to a very wide age range. 6+
Harry's Mad, Dick King-Smith, Gollancz, 0 575 03497 1, £5.50
Good fun. A strong-minded American parrot conducts the adven-
tures with considerable panache. '6+
Letty, Avril Rowlands, Puffin Original, 0 14 03.1616 7, £1.25
Letty, the would-be detective, is frequently the victim of her own
inventiveness. Warm character, easy read. 10+
Badger on the Barge and Other Stories, Janni Howker, Julia MacRae,
0 86203 163 X, £5.95
Set of powerful short stories about children face to face with adults.
Good writing results in real tension. 11+
The Changeover, Margaret Mahy, Dent, 0 460 06153 4, £6.95
Magical, psychological, totally absorbing. A gripping book for older
readers. 13+
Brother in the Land, Oxford University Press, 0 19 271491 0, £5.95
and (this month) Puffin Plus, 0 14 03.1798 8, £1.50
The book has also won The Other Award and was commended by the
Young Observer Teenage Fiction Prize. •
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Will It Rain?
Holly Keller
'Robin was pulling on a fat worm when he
felt the change. "Will it rain?" Rabbit
asked. ''Be still and listen," Chipmunk
answered.' And children will also listen -
and watch - as the storm sweeps in and
then passes. An engagingly simple picture
book.
86203 199 0 £4.25

Music, Music For
Everyone
The third in Vera Williams' trilogy of
books about Rosa and her friends, in which
the music they make together, transforms
a party. There is real warmth and joy in
this story, with illustrations full of vivid
colour and movement.
86203 195 8 £4.95

JM

The Quilt
Ann Jonas
This highly imaginative book takes the
young reader on a magical journey
through a series of dream landscapes evoked
by a beautiful quilt.
86203 196 6 £5.25

Cromwell's Glasses
Holly Keller
Cromwell is convinced he doesn't need
glasses, but when he finally wears them the
world takes on an exciting new look. Many
children will respond warmly to
Cromwell's predicament and recognise it
as their own.
86203 222 9 £4.50 Publication July

Will It Rain?

Julia MacRae Books 12a Golden Square, London W1R 4BA

PICK UP A HIPPO PICTURE
PAPERBACKTHIS SPRING!

The
, Noisiest Class
l«oes to the Beach

CAT AND MOUSE STORY
Michael Rosen

illus. William Rushton
ISBN:0590 703382

Price: £1.50
Publication Date: 24 January

Awitty story from this well-known duo,
where the mice get their own back on a

predatory cat.

HERE A CHICK, THERE ACHICK
Bruce McMillan

ISBN:0590 703390
Price: £1.75

Publication Date: 28 February
Through the striking full colour
photographs, the young child is

ntroduced to carefully chosen concepts
and word opposites.

DOCTOR DESOTO
William Steig

ISBN: 0590 70336 6
Price: £1.25

Publication Date: 28March
A tale of imagination and cunning where
Doctor De Soto cleverly outwits one of

his patients in the shape of a hungry fox!

DOLPHINS!
Margaret Davidson

illus. Ian Andrew
ISBN: 0590 703460

Price: £1.75
Publication Date: 23 May

This stunningly illustrated picture book
describes the absorbing world of these

wonderful sea creatures.

THE NOISIEST CLASS GOES TO
THE BEACH

Pauline Hill
illus. Joan Beales

ISBN: 0590 70332 3
Price: £1.50

Publication Date: 23 May
Although it's very hot, a day trip to the
beach gives THE NOISIESTCLASS the
opportunity to keep up their reputation

TEDDYBEARS GO SHOPPING
Susanna Gretz

ISBN: 0590 704060
Price: £1.50

Publication Date: 27 June
When the bears decide to go shopping
for supplies things get a little out of hand

TALES FROM FATTULIP'S
GARDEN

The exciting new series from Central
Television

Debbie Gates and Tony Robinson
illus. Heather Munro

Price: £1.50

MEET A DOG CALLED DORIAN
ISBN: 0590 704516

Publication Date: 27 June

NEVER EATATORTOISE
ISBN: 0590 70452 4

Publication Date: 25 July

'" '

HIPPO
BOOKS 10 EARLHAM STREET • LONDON WC2H 9LN - TEL 01 240 5753
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NEW PICTURE
IN HARDBACK:

Bear's Room:
No Peeping
MICHELLE CARTLIDGE
An ingenious story book which
shows Bear exploring the different
rooms in the house...turn each page
and behind the doors he finds
something new each time!
416453902 £4.50 hardback

My Nightingale
is Singing
ASTRIDLINDGREN
The touching story of how a little girl
who comes to live in the workhouse
brings joy to the lives of the poor,
old folk.
416 52060 X £4.95 hardback

The Pushchair
Adventure
MICHEL GAY
All the animals in the wood want a
ride in the pushchair...a gentle,
magical adventure for the very
young.
416 52160 6 £4.95 hardback

Little Stick Boy
SIMON STERN
Old Woman and Old Man are
delighted when Little Stick Boy
comes to live with them as their
child, but the wicked witch has her
own designs on him... A delightful
story adapted with wit and
detail from an old
Russian folktale.
416 45650 2 £5.50
hardback

IN PAPERBACK:

Beware of the Vet
BABETTECOLE
When Mr MacPlaster grows horns
and a tail, after taking a headache
cure, he finds it has both advantages
and disadvantages to his job as a vet!
416515606 £1.25 paperback

The Bag of Wind
GERALD ROSE
Jack the sailor claimed his bulging
bag contained wind collected from
all four corners of the earth. But a
greedy man suspected it was full of
hidden treasure...
416502709 £1.50 paperback

Humphrey the
Number Horse -
A counting and tables book
RODNEY PEPPE
'Manages to combine clever design
with the three Rs in a way that
appeals to both adults and children
alike' TES
416 51990 3 £1.50 paperback

The Young
Performing Horse

JOHN YEOMAN
Illustrated by
QUENTIN BLAKE

When Vicky and Bertie go to market
to buy a horse to take them to school
they know straight away which is the
one for them — the young
performing horse, the horse that
obviously knows the meaning of

adventure...
416510205 £1.50 paperback

I m
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What's happening to paperback picture books?
Pat Triggs looks at some recent moves in publishing.

Picture paperbacks are
getting bigger, and more
publishers are venturing into
this area, many with original
size editions.

In the larger format pictures can breathe,
margins be retained and text appear in a
more readable-sized type. Many mass
market series now reproduce books at or
near their original size. Russell Hoban's
Trances' books were paperbacks first in the
original tiny Faber series, appeared next as a
1977 (small) Picture Puffin and are currently
available near hardback size in Hippo. On
the other hand some Picture Puffins - Sarah
Garland's Going Shopping and Doing the
Washing for example - have to be larger
than the original hardbacks to fit the Puffin
format and perhaps lose some of their
appeal in the process. And some - The
Snowman, Going West, Outside Over There
- appear in the original size.

This year there have been new moves in the
area: two top quality full-size titles from
Hodder (Leo Lionni's Cornelius and
Michael Foreman's Land of Dreams), a new
series from Blackie. Time we thought to talk
to some of the editors and find out what is
going on.

Oxford 'soft-cover' picture books first
appeared about six years ago. They are
original size paperback editions of
established titles by Oxford author/artists:
Brian Wildsmith, Victor Ambrus, Edward
Ardizzone, Charles Keeping. Ron Heapy,
Oxford's children's editor, says there was
never any question of reduction in size.
'Artwork of that quality might have been
damaged if we'd reduced it. It's not the sort
of material to produce as a cheap line; we
have to go for a quality product.' So it's
good paper, sewn bindings and a top price of
£2.50. 'For some of our recent titles we've
had to go through the £2 barrier but we'd
want to hold it at £2.50. Round and Round
the Garden (the pre-school rhyme and finger
play collection) is £2.50 because it has 48
pages; but I don't suppose many book
buyers are aware of that.' In fact many
Oxford titles are still available at £1.25 and
£1.75 and looking very good value in
comparison with current 'mass-market'
editions at the same price - a situation which
holds for other publishers too as we shall see.

Oxford have no plans for soft-cover editions
of books from other publishers but they are
actively discussing what to do with their own
titles. 'We have open minds - it's very much
a subject for debate at the moment. We have
some titles - Alex Brychta's Wishwhat for
intance - which wouldn't suffer from being
reduced - it might even benefit. We could go
that way. We are just bringing out the
Oxford Book of Poetry with Wildsmith's
illustrations in soft-covers. It will sell at
£5.95 as against £7.95 for the hardback. We
are considering doing the same with
Kathleen Lines and Harold Jones'
Lavender's Blue and Brian Wildsmith's
Mother Goose. There is some debate about
whether bringing out a paperback will affect
sales of the hardback. I don't think so but
opinions differ.'

Things are also on the move at Macmillan.
Picturemacs - the series title for Macmillan
paperback picture books - were launched in
1982. 'We were having so much success with
the Graham Oakley books in paperback that
we decided to start a series,' says editor
Michael Wace. All Picturemacs are original

Picture from the front cover of The Day the Tide Went Out... and Out...
David McKee, Blackie, 0 216 91739 5, £5.95, and 0 216 91740 9, £1.95 pbk.

size with sewn bindings; there are now more
than 35 titles in the series, all from the
Macmillan list. 'But we are now beginning to
buy in titles. We started last year with one of
Ardizzone's Tim' books and this month we
have Anno's Counting Book by arrangement
with Bodley Head. We hope it is the first of
many.' Michael Wace, like Ron Heapy, sees
his paperbacks as 'quality books'. 'We are a
bit more expensive than the mass market
paperbacks but we are trying to keep under
£2 wherever possible, although the next time
we reprint some titles will probably have to
increase in price especially those with more
than 32 pages. Our new Anno is £2.25 but
we are doing Jill Murphy's Whatever Next
later this year and that will still be £1.95.'
Our advice - buy now. You could find Jill
Murphy's Peace at Last for £1.50. Fantastic
value.

And the same goes for several titles from
Hodder and Stoughton where Elizabeth
Roy, managing editor for Knight, says they
are busy rationalising their paperback
publishing. 'Some titles were paperbacked
by Hodder, our hardback imprint, and they
weren't really geared up to deal with them.
So now they are all coming over to Knight.
We actually started publishing original-size
paperback picture books about two years
ago but we didn't identify them with a series
logo or anything, or try to build a big list.
We imported The Magic Saddle, Cornelius
and Land of Dreams (£1.95) from Hodder
and Stoughton Australia where we have an
editor who is very keen on paperback
editions. We plan to bring in more and I'm
also investigating originating our own titles.
I've bought some already and we'll be
launching four more titles later this year
including Jez Alborough's Bare Bear. This
will be original size like all the others. I want
to build up slowly. I'd prefer to do fewer and
get it right.' Bargain hunters could well
search out other Hodder paperbacks (some
of which first appeared in the now defunct
small size Colour Knights series in the early
seventies) currently selling at £1.50 in large
format. You could have Michael Foreman's
The Two Giants, Robert Swindells' The
Weather Clerk with marvellous pictures by
Petula Stone, Keeping's Black Dolly,
Benjamin Elian's Six Foolish Fishermen,
Roger Duvoisin's The House of Four Seasons
and lots of Val Biro's Gumdrop stories.

At Sparrow Rosemary Canter is getting used
to the idea that from July she'll turn into a
Beaver. Sparrow or Beaver, this is a very
superior list. Not 'original size' but the
standard 8" x 9" format seems to serve the
titles well, and they are beautifully
produced, with sewn bindings which gives a
nice neat spine. Rosemary isn't sure whether
the list is 'mass market or up-market'. 'At
£1.50-£1.75 our books are probably
underpriced for what they are. Reprints and
new titles will have to be £1.75-£1.95 but we
don't want to go over £2 if we can avoid it.
At the moment I do eight titles a year. I'd
like to increase it to twelve. I hope our
association with Andersen will continue but
I want to widen the appeal of the list by
adding more titles at the younger end.' Just
out is a nearly full-size edition of Inga
Moore's The Vegetable Thieves and coming
later this year Jill Paton Walsh/Jennifer
Northway's Babylon and titles from Ruth
Brown and Tomie de Paola.

Rosemary Lanning is the editor of the
newest picture paperbacks, from Blackie.
It's still a very experimental move. Jack
Kent's There's no such thing as a dragon has
gone very well and this month we have
David McKee's The Day the Tide Went Out
and Out (£1.95) with a new cover and the
Becker/Cooney Seven Little Rabbits (£1.50).
They are all Blackie titles in hardback - the
ones we know already are winners. We are
producing them as close to the original size
as possible but keeping a uniform width
which helps with display. They are all wire
stitched (like Puffins and most of the others)
not sewn. We'll definitely be doing more but
I don't know yet how many, and we have no
plans for a series identity - we may just print
Blackie Picture Paperbacks on the cover
somewhere.'

Large format/original size picture
paperbacks are excellent value for money
(especially just now). You may have to seek
them out in your booksellers - they are not
always as freely available as for instance
Puffins and Picture Lions. But it's well
worth the effort. Get hold of current
catalogues for full details of titles, prices,
sizes and availability. It's worth keeping up
with what's happening now that picture
books provide such a rich resource for all
ages. •
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EXCITING NEW PICTURE BOOKS FROM BLACK/EL
Libby, Oscar
and Me
Bob Graham

Emily loves dressing-up to be all
sorts of different people.
A happy, lively story especially for
children who love to play 'let's
pretend'.
Ages 4-7

£5.50

Going To
Squintum's
A Foxy Folk-Tale
Jennifer Westwood
Illustrated by Fiona French

A cunning fox
gets a nasty
shock when

he reaches the
end of his journey!

Rich, glowing illus-
trations perfectly

complement this
humorous tale.

Ages 4-7
£5.95

A School
Bewitched
Naomi Lewis
Based on the story Fortunatus Rex
by E. Nesbit
Illustrated by Errol Le Cain

Stunning illustrations perfectly
capture the magical atmosphere of
this enchanting fairytale in which
six beautiful princesses find
themselves spirited away by a
professor of magic.
Ages 7+
£6.50

The Day the Tide
Went Out and
O u t . . .
David McKee

A comic fable about how the camel
got his hump. Humorously
illustrated by this talented artist.
Blackie Picture Paperback
Ages 4-7

£1.95

There's No Such
Thing As A Dragon
Jack Kent

A delightfully funny story about a
dragon who went to extraordinary
lengths to get himself noticed!
Blackie Picture Paperback
Ages 4-7
£1.50

Blackie

Furnival House 14-18 High Holborn
• London WC1V 6BX 01-242 5832 •

EXCITING NEW PICTURE BOOKS

Robert Crowther
THE MOST AMAZING
HIDE-AND-SEEK
OPPOSITES BOOK

Following his bestselling
Alphabet and Counting Books
Robert Crowther has
produced a third stunning
pop-up book designed to
introduce a basic concept to
young children in the most
entertaining way.
£7.95

Rodney Peppe
THE MICE AND THE
FLYING BASKET

Another picture book about
Rodney Peppe's charming
family of mice who this time
take to the skies in an
ingenious aeronautic basket
of their own invention.
£5.50

VIKING KESTREL

Colin and Jacqui Hawkins
MY FIRST BOOK

A charming picture book
with lift-up flaps showing all
the 'firsts' of a baby's life from
first smile to first step. There
is also space on each page for a
record of the reader's own
firsts, so that the book can
become a personal story for
every child.
£5.95
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Picture books to
grow with. . .

The Pearl
HELME HEINE
'Helme Heine's watercolours
exude warmth and fun.' TLS
A cautionary tale in which a
young beaver learns through a
dream that friends are more
important than possessions.
Ages 3-6

£4.95 0460061992 7th March

Beauty and the Beast
Retold and illustrated by
WARWICK HUTTON
This long-remembered fairy
tale is retold with new charm
and vitality by a talented
illustrator already well-known
for his Noah's Ark and Sleeping
Beauty. This new edition of
Beauty and the Beast is an
outstanding work which
children will want to return to
again and again.
Ages 4+

£5.50 0460061895 30th May

Once upon a Time
There Lived a King . . .
Three Fairytales by the
Brothers Grimm
This beautiful large-format
edition contains three fairytales
— Iron Hans, Six Companions
Find Their Fortune and The
Blue Lamp. Under the spell of
LILO FROMM's glowing
illustrations, the stories are
more enchanting than ever.
Ages 4+

£5.95 0460061925 4th April

Dent
33 Welbeck Street
LONDON W1M 8LX

Outside Over There has been with us since 1981.
Now Puffin, bravely in the face of a lot of muttering that
this is not a book for children, has provided a full-size

paperback edition. How should we respond? How can we
offer it to children? Which children is it for? In short

These are not easy questions to answer and
they can be raised in connection with books
other than this one: books we as adults find
hard to 'place'; books we label 'difficult'.
We can find clues which may help us answer
them in Selma G Lanes' fascinating book,
The Art of Maurice Sendak. She recounts
how in 1976 Sendak described the beginnings
of Outside Over There. As always with him,
the words came first.

'I have the first lines of my new picture
book. It's so dense already that I can't get
beyond them. I'm not even sure if I know
what they mean. But I'll get there. My
unconscious knows exactly what they are.'

Outside Over There is the story of a family -
father at sea, mother distracted, Ida left to
watch the baby, the baby stolen by goblins
while Ida plays her horn. Ida climbs
'backwards out her window into outside
over there' - a fantasy dream-like nightmare
place - where she has to find and rescue her
sister. A synopsis of the narrative line says
nothing of the effect on the reader of either
language or pictures.

This is the third book in a trilogy which
began in 1963 with Where the Wild Things
Are. Sendak again:

'This last part of my trilogy is going to be the
strangest. Wild Things now seems to me to
be a very simple book - its simplicity is
probably what made it successful; but I
could never be that simple again. Night
Kitchen I much prefer - it reverberates on
double levels. But this third book will
reverberate on triple levels.'

And reverberate it does if you let it. Sendak
allowed all kinds of things conscious,
semi-conscious and unconscious to
contribute to its creation. 'My stories come
in bits and pieces of memories that don't
seem related for a very long time.'

Here it was the memory of a story from
Grimm that he had illustrated in The
Juniper Tree: The Goblins, about a baby
being stolen away, of a childhood book with

Ida, the baby and
a goblin, from
Outside Over There.

a girl in a yellow coat in the rain and of being
looked after by his older sister Natalie. Add
the thirties' obsession with babies and child
movie-stars, the Dionne quins and the
kidnapping of the Lindbergh child (Sendak
was born in 1928), the experience of several
years living in rural Connecticut after
leaving New York, lots of Mozart, especially
The Magic Flute, and you have something of
the texture of meanings that went into the
book.
We don't need to match those exactly to
take our own meanings from it. It's a book
that requires subjective responses and
sparks off hours of talk and reflection. One
friend commented, 'I can only tell you that I
read it as the solitary, bookish, eldest child
who felt responsible for his younger siblings.
Few children's books I've read touch those
deep feelings.' Middle school children were
moved to recall a host of stories of
baby-sitting, of being left in charge. Is this
the age for the book? Do you need a certain
distancing from childhood - Sendak's
dominant theme - to be able to respond to
the subtle postures, gazes, evasions,
expressions and movements of these
pictures. What do we make of mother in all
this? Whose story is it? (Sendak says Ida is
the heroine but the story is really the baby's.)

Through his work Sendak says he is 'trying
to unravel this loose mystery of myself . . . of
my own childhood.' He offers us, adults and
children, a way into understanding
something of ourselves, the powerful and
mysterious experience of childhood and the
way children manage to come to grips with
the realities of their lives. He knows too that
it is something beyond words. 'Whenever I
get really close to it I think, no it's from
some deeper part of myself than my head.'

We can only find the answers to our
questions about this book by sharing,
sharing it with individuals and classes, of
whatever age, that we know well, by
listening to what they have to say and the
stories they have to tell, or allowing them to
be silent and giving them the opportunity to
paint, act, dance or make music. If we let
them, the children will show us the way. •

Outside Over There
Puffin, 0 14 050.4871, £3.50
Bodley Head, 0 370 30403 9, £5.95

The Art of Maurice Sendak, Selma G Lanes,
Bodley Head, 0 370 30386 5, £25.00
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Picture Books for Everyone
A selection from recently published titles

For the
youngest

One Duck, Another Duck
Charlotte Pomerantz, pictures by
Jose Aruego and Ariane Dewey,
Julia MacRae, 0 86203 188 5, £4.95
Grandmothers seem to be the 'in' thing in
children's books this season - we've got at
least five in this selection. In this one
Grandmother (Owl?) helps young Danny to
learn about counting up to ten and simple
addition. 'One duck, another duck . . . two
ducks, another duck . . . three ducks,
another duck.' There's lots to look out for
and enjoy in the bright, characterful pictures
and even though Danny can't stay to count
the swans - 'Grandmother yawned. "No
Danny, enough counting. It is time to go
home."' - the reader can, and will.

But there is more here than 'skills and
concept development'; stories lie in the
pages waiting to be found. One class of four
and five year olds were precipitated into a
great deal of talk and speculation by
Danny's response to being dragged off
home. '"I know," he thought. "I'll count the
stars."'

International
Grandmothers

Katie Morag and the
Two Grandmothers
Mairi Hedderwick, The Bodley
Head, 0 370 30664 3, £5.25
Katie Morag lives on the Scottish Isle of
Struay (not far from Oban). She has two
very anti-ageist grandmothers: Grannie
Island, a stray sheep farmer, well up to
hauling sheep out of bogs; and appearance-
conscious Granma Mainland who is
pronounced 'still a smart wee Bobby
Dazzler' by farmer Neilly Beag, when she
comes to stay on the island. Grannie Island
is a little tight-lipped about these 'fancy
ways' until Katie Morag suggests Granma
Mainland's shampoos, blue rinses, etc. as
the answer when Grannie Island's prize ewe
falls into the bog on Show Day and ruins her
fleece. The pictures that complement and
help tell this story are nicely detailed and full
of life and incident.

Music, Music for Everyone
Vera B. Williams, Julia MacRae,
0 86203 195 8, £4.95
The third title in Vera Williams' trilogy
based on her own American childhood
(A Chair for My Mother, Something Special
for Me). The house feels empty, the big
chair is empty, the money jar is empty:

Grandma is ill and nothing seems right. But
Vera has her accordion, and Grandma's
stories of how she played at weddings when
she was a girl plus her encouragement
inspire the creation of the Oak Street Band -
Vera's accordion, Jenny's fiddle, Mae's flute
and Leora's drums. They practise and
practise until they are ready for their first job
- playing at the party to celebrate the fiftieth
anniversary of the opening of Leora's great
grandparents' shop. It's a simple story filled
with a sense of real people in an authentic
community. The children I shared it with
accepted it immediately as autobiography
and responded to it strongly in those terms.

Kimi and the Watermelon
Miriam Smith, ill. David Armitage,
Angus & Robertson,
0 207 15082 6, £4.95
The story of a Maori family in New Zealand
- Kimi, her grandmother and her Uncle Tau
- who live in a little house in the country. In
Spring Uncle Tau has to go to the city to
work but before he leaves he and Kimi plant
a watermelon for Kimi to look after so that
'there will be a melon ready to eat' when he
returns. The seasons pass, grandmother and
Kimi tend the land, and harvest the crops; it
seems to Kimi as if Uncle Tau will never
come; but he does and picks the biggest
watermelon he has ever seen, exactly right
for eating.

Miriam Smith says she has long wanted to
write a book 'about Maori values including
the importance of the relationship between
the very young and the very old, and about
Maori perceptions of life and time through
nature'. This book beautifully captures and
transmits all that in a gentle, low-key story
which uses language to suggest the depths
beneath its surface. The pictures by David
Armitage (illustrator of The Lighthouse
Keeper's Lunch, The Bossing of Josie, etc.)
are very evocative, suggesting to us a culture
and life-style at once both strange and
familiar.

Traditional
Tales

Today I Thought I'd Run Away
Jane Johnson, A & C Black,
0 7136 2657 7, £4.95
Not a traditional tale in itself but following
the pattern of stories like Baba Yaga's
daughter where objects thrown onto the
ground turn into mountains, forests, rivers,
etc. and thwart evil pursuers. With a comb,
an egg cup, a belt, a scarf and dad's old hat

V .

From Tog the Ribber - or Granny's Tale, illustrated by Gillian McClure, published by Andre Deutsch.
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From Oh, Kojo! How Could You!, illustrated by Marc Brown, published by Hamish Hamilton.

packed into his/her bag, the child running
away is well able to cope with an ogre, a
goblin, a dragon and a demon. His/her
technique for dealing with monsters owes
more to Max's technique for dealing with
Wild Things -' "Behave yourself," I said in
my loudest voice,' - but that may be because
Jane Johnson's monster owes something to
Sendak's, particularly about the feet. A
picture book about stories and story-making.

The Curious Tale of Hare
and Hedgehog
Janosch, Andersen Press,
086264 100 4, £4.95
An original version of the tale of the hare
and the tortoise which makes a delightful
fable for today. Over-competitive anxious
hare, in too much of a hurry to listen to
anyone, rushes all over England to get 'a
little more of a start and then he'd be even
more of a winner', ends up in hospital with a
broken leg and is never heard of again.
Hedgehog ambling home to fetch his
running shoes 'had not gone ten paces
before he forgot all about the race'. Instead
he cooks a meal for his wife and they take a
picnic to the lake and enjoy the sunshine. In
the evening they come home and sleep

soundly till morning. Who actually won that
race?

Anthea Bell's translation is seamless and the
pictures, as usual, a delight.

The White Crane
Junko Morimoto, Collins,
000 1843117, £4.95
A beautifully designed and printed book
which is a pleasure to handle and look at.
The story of the white crane is a traditional
Japanese fable in which magically joy comes
from goodness and is lost through curiosity.
A beautiful maiden is adopted as a loving
daughter by a poor woodcutter and his wife;
she secretly weaves silk so fine they are paid
in gold. Though charged not to look the old
woman's anxiety and curiosity overcome
her; she peeps into the weaving room and
sees a white crane, the one her husband
rescued from the snow before their daughter
came. The bird, their daughter, must leave
and flies away calling 'Do not forget me'.
The beauty and poignancy of the story is
matched by the excellent pictures which vary
in style but catch exactly the different moods
and stages of the story.

Oh, Kojo! How Could You!
Verna Aardema, pictures by Marc
Brown, Hamish Hamilton,
0 24111375 X, £4.95
An Ananse tale from the Ashanti given
a spirited retelling with lots of traditional
storyteller's effects included. 'Soon he
came to the River-that-Gurgles-
PonponponPONsa. The water was only
knee-deep, so he splashed through it, che-a,
che-a, che-a.' Your listeners will soon join in
the refrains, especially 'It isn't one thing. It
isn't two things. It's Ananse!' and enjoy the
twists and turns of this story in which the
trickster is outwitted and we learn why cats
are more petted than dogs in Ashantiland.
The bright colours and stylised patterns of
the pictures reflect the African setting.

Something
Different

Lucky Chuck
Beverly Cleary, ill. J. Winslow
Higginbottom, Julia MacRae,
086203 191 5, £3.95
A cautionary tale of young Chuck and the
dangers of motorbike riding and ignoring
the Highway Code. Beverly Cleary uses all
the jargon and the black and white line
drawings have masses of detailed technical
information - enough to please young
bikers, or would-be bikers. It is however set
in California where they drive on the right,
so presumably everything is the 'wrong' way
round on the bike. Does that matter? Could
be a breakthrough book for some readers, in
spite of the slightly patronising tone the text
slips into from time to time which seems to
imply much younger readers.

Tog the Ribber - or
Granny's Tale
Poem by Paul Coltman, ill. Gillian
McClure, Deutsch, 0 233 97711 2,
£5.95
'Your granny had a dreadful flight. / And
that is why her hair is white. / And that is
why she don't speak right.' In rhyme and a
highly original and evocative use of language
Granny tells the story of how as a child she
had to pass the dreadful spot in the woods
where the body of Tog the Ribber had hung
to rot. His skeleton seems to reach out to
her and pursue her as she runs terrified
through the snatching undergrowth to the
safety of home. Gillian McClure's pictures
for her father's poem illustrate the narrative
and the child's terror and panic as plants,
trees, insects and animals become nightmare
images of fear. Lots of potential for 9+.

From Kimi and the Watermelon, illustrated by David Armitage, published by Angus and Robertson.

Ling and the Little Devils
Svend Otto S., trans. Joan Tate,
Pelham, 0 7207 1564 4, £4.95
Set during the Chinese Revolution of the
thirties, this story tells how a young boy and
his friends help the rebel peasant army on
The Long March and also save their newly
liberated village from the government
troops by an ingenious trick. Unusual to find
this particular bit of political history dealt
with in picture book form; useful as a talking
point for juniors, especially with China
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opening up again to Western influences like
Wham! The drawings are atmospheric and
informative.

Lost and Found
Jill Paton Walsh, pictures by
Mary Rayner, Deutsch,
0233 97672 8, £4.95
A neat and ingenious way of exploring time
passing by superimposing one on another
the stories of four children separated by
centuries running errands across the same
bit of landscape. Ag, running down the hill,
over the river and up the other side to
Grandpa's hut, drops the stone arrowhead
he was taking but finds a stone with a hole.
Medieval Alysoun on the same journey loses
a jug of cream but finds an arrowhead,
'Elfshot' as Gramma calls it. Peterkin loses
sixpence but finds a jug. Modern Jenny loses
a pair of scissors but finds a Georgian
sixpence. The busyness of parents, the
forgiving nature of grandparents who
welcome finds rather than bemoan losses are
constants over the centuries as is the land on
which the roads, bridges and settlements
evolve in their particular patterns. Very use-
ful.

Looking into the Middle Ages
Huck Scarry, Hodder & Stoughton,
0 340 36095 X, £6.95
A jolly pop-up packed with information
about the period 500-1500. Life in a castle,
siege tactics, tournaments, fortified towns,
building a cathedral are the five major
spreads. The pop-ups are well drawn with
lots of detail, printed back, front and inside
(the determined will find a man sitting on a
medieval castle loo hidden discreetly away);
the pull flaps are neatly integrated into the
information. Altogether a well-engineered
job which offers more than just fun for
juniors investigating the period.

Who am I?

Four stories of non-human characters
finding an identity.

The Mixed-Up Chameleon
Eric Carle, Hamish'Hamilton,
0 241 11389 X, £5.95
A re-issue of this 1975 title with a completely
new set of illustrations. The chameleon,
wishing to have the characters and qualities
of the other animals he sees in the zoo, finds

himself bit by bit with an elephant's head, a
fox's tail, a seal's flippers, a fish's fins, a
giraffe's neck, etc. etc. So mixed-up does he
become that when a fly comes by and he
feels hungry he can't catch it - until he
wishes to be himself again. The cumulative
assembly of the mixed-up chameleon is
based, says Eric Carle in an end-note, on the
way he works with children when he visits
schools and he dedicates the book to his
'hundreds of co-authors who find making
mixed-up animals hilarious'. New readers
should find this book equally entertaining.

Arthur
Amanda Graham, ill. Donna
Gynell, Spindlewood,
0 907349 06 4, £4.95
Arthur is the only dog left in the pet shop;
he dearly wants a home but other pets are
more in demand. So each night he practises
behaving like the pet of the moment -
rabbits, snakes, fish - indeed anything and
everything that is selling. Nothing works;
he's still the only animal left in the shop so
he settles for being an ordinary brown dog -
which is just what Melanie wants. Wildly
over-the-top pictures (not a million miles
from What-a-Mess) and a funny text useful
for early readers - nicely stylised repetitions,
and a well-designed layout with good use of
bold type and italics to encourage
expression.

The Rambling Rat
Mike Dickinson, Deutsch,
0 233 97764 3, £4.95
Launcelot is an eighteenth-century farmyard
rat who wants to be a human being. He
takes his first step towards the human race
by joining a tinker, who passes him (in an
iron) to a tailor, from whom he escapes in
the pocket of a coat for a soldier - get the
idea? Rhyme-wise children catch on fast. A
nice idea, even if the text is a little weak.
The pictures are bold, broadly drawn in
caricature-like style, but with good period
detail which could make it a welcome title in
junior classrooms.

Barnabas the Dancing Bear
Hans Baumann, ill. Reinhard
Michl, Methuen, 0 416 52030 8,
£5.50
An unusual and moving story of a young
bear taken from the forest by a man and a
little girl, trained to dance through love and
finally chained and forced to perform
through greed and cruelty until he tears the
ring from his nose and escapes. The bear
tells the story of his three years' absence to
the other bears when he returns, but his
experiences have changed him and they do
not know what to make of him or how to
accept him. The story means more than it
says especially about love, responsibility and
cruelty. The pictures - full-colour on each
right-hand page, black and white line with
the text - are beautifully done and very
atmospheric with only the slightest
suggestion - as in the story - of humanising
the bear.

'But when it was cold
and hungry, it turned
grey and dull'.

Feelings
Aliki, The Bodley Head,
0370 308360, £5.95
The whole range of feelings from happiness
to grief, via anger, envy, boredom, fear,
embarrassment, guilt, gratitude, excitement,
etc. etc. explored and depicted in a most
observant and graphically inventive

sequence of words and pictures featuring the
under-nines at home and school. Like an
optimistic Jules Feiffer Aliki's picture strips
illustrate how feelings change, how we show
our feelings, how differently people react.
Guaranteed to provoke lots of respons_e.

The Very Worst Monster
Pat Hutchins, The Bodley Head,
0370 30869 7, £5.25
When asked what she thought about having
a new baby sister, Pat Hutchins' young niece
replied quite calmly that she would like to
give her away. That was the starting-point
for The Very Worst Monster, a story of
sibling rivalry in a family of comic horrific
monsters. No one has eyes or ears for Hazel
now that Billy has joined the family and
seems all set to grow up into the Worst
Monster in the World - not that is until she
gives him away. The light-hearted, dead pan
text doesn't waste a word (of course it's ideal
for early reading) and the pictures, done this
time in soft watercolours rather than Pat
Hutchins' usual strong unshaded blocks,
allow for distancing and empathy. Like
Russell Hoban (Frances) and Rosemary
Wells (Noisy Nora) Pat Hutchins uses
humour to create a space in which powerful
feelings of jealousy and guilt can be
accommodated.

Worse Than Willy
James Stevenson, Gollancz,
0 575 03588 9, £5.95
Mary Ann and Louie think their new baby
brother, Willy, is very boring and can't
understand all the fuss their parents are
making of him. Then Grandpa tells them
about all the trouble he had with his brother,
Wainey, and of course the time that Wainey
saved his life. The seven-year-olds I shared
this with laughed and nodded in delighted
agreement at Grandpa's horror tales of life
with Wainey and relished equally the
outrageous story of how he saved Grandpa
from 'seventeen hideous pirates and a
trained octopus'. But then they are all fans
to a person of James Stevenson's witty and
inventive brand of cartoon storytelling.
They voted this one the best yet.

The Pearl
Helme Heine, Dent,
0 460 06199 2, £4.95
Expressive, humorous water-colour pictures
and an economical text explore the idea of
the destructive nature of envy and
possessiveness. Beaver finds a freshwater
pearl mussel; overcome with happiness at
the idea of the priceless pearl he will now
possess, he falls asleep and dreams a
horrible dream of the envy, anger and
destruction that will follow when his friends
find out. He hurls the shell, unopened, into
the lake and swims off to meet his friends.
Gently thought-provoking.

Pennies for the Dog
Ann Thwaite, ill. Margery Gill,
Deutsch, 0 233 97375 3, £4.95
A realistic setting this time and a very real
farming family shopping in the local town in
the ironmonger's. Dog-loving young Cud
begs a handful of pennies from Dad to put in
the dog-and-kennel shaped collecting box
for sick animals. But older sister Jenny says,
'You're daft, you are. Put them in your
pocket. You can get some sweeties with
them later.' From the market to Marks and
Spencers Cud feels less and less happy with
himself, more guilty about stealing the
pennies from the dog. On the way back to
the car he sees an old man with a violin and a
sick-looking dog; the pennies go into the old
man's cap and Cud goes home happy. A
warm and sensitive story, with recognisable
pictures, which should have resonance for
many readers. •

Selections made by Pat Triggs.
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¥>u carit know too much

That's why Lloyds Bank helps to
produce these publications

Money is our business, so as part of a continuing programme of
educational sponsorship, Lloyds Bank is pleased to be associated with the

various publications shown here... books, wallcharts and audio-visual.
Available from bookshops or direct from the publishers.

Lloyds Bank in the High Street.
Hardback about what happens in a local
bank. Suitable for Junior/Middle Schools.
Wayland Publishers Ltd, 49 Lansdowne
Place, Hove, BN3 1HF. £4.95

Wallchart. Showing coinage through the
ages. Sent free on request: write to the
Public Relations Department, Lloyds Bank
Pic, 71 Lombard Street, London, EC3P 3BS.

For A-level Economics Students.
Containing chapters on balance of
payments, foreign exchange, international
monetary systems etc. Woodhead Faulkner
Ltd, 17 Market Street, Cambridge,
CB2 3PA: £1.95

A concise guide to the City of London.
Its institutions and how it works.
Woodhead Faulkner Ltd. £1.75

8th Edition. About looking after your
money and budgeting. Written for those
starting in regular employment for the
first time, but useful for students, and
teachers instructing money matters.
Woodhead Faulkner Ltd. 95p

Audio Visual Pack. Based on the book,
comprising four 20-minute filmstrips with
accompanying cassettes, teacher's notes,
suggested projects and a copy of the book.
Special preview offer. Public Relations
Department, Lloyds Bank. £30 plus VAT

Lloyds Bank
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Own Brand Books

Musical chairs in
Bookland
More changes in the book
world as another round of
mergers and take-overs takes
everyone by surprise.
* W H Smith in a deal with
Paul Hanilyn has bought
Websters Bookshops and
Books for Students. Early
days to see exactly what this
means for school bookshops
and school supply. WHS
clearly wants to expand its
business in the schools area
and sees BFS as a good vehicle
for doing this.
* Hutchinson, one of the
oldest names in publishing,
has merged with the very
young Century Publishing to
become Century Hutchinson.
Hutchinson will continue to
publish children's books under
the old imprint. The paperback
division will consist of Arrow,
Arena and Beaver
(incorporating the current
Sparrow titles).

* Penguin have acquired
Thomson Books (Michael
Joseph, Hamish Hamilton,
Rainbird and Sphere). Hamish
Hamilton will preserve a
separate publishing identity
within the new group.

Worcester College
Summer School on
Children's Literature
21st-26th July 1985

Lectures, workshops, seminars
and visits are included in this
week-long course for those
seeking to update their
knowledge of books, trends
and issues. Speakers include
Geoffrey Trease and Nicholas
Tucker.

Details from The Director of
Summer School, Worcester
College of Higher Education,
Henwick Grove, Worcester
WR2 6AJ.

Busy parents who have
access to any of 200 selected
branches of Sainsbury's can
now fling a book of fairy tales into
their supermarket trolley, along with
the baked beans and cornflakes or pacify • *
an irritable two-year-old with a Helen
Oxenbury board book instead of a packet of
crisps. 26 hardback titles launched the new line
at the end of March; 26 more are coming in the
Autumn - all published in conjunction with Walker
Books, and of course obtainable only at Sainsbury's.
Sainsbury's are no strangers to retail book-selling; they
have already sold over 10 million copies of the 70 titles the
stores already carry - mostly food guides and recipe books.
But this is their first venture into children's books and in this
deal with Walker they feel they have got hold of the 'best end
of the children's market'.

There is no doubt that the books are quality products and
very recognisably from the Walker stable. Authors and artists
include John Burningham, Helen Oxenbury, Nicola Bayley,
Michelle Cartlidge, and the books are in the main beautifully
designed and produced. The prices are guaranteed to make
ordinary booksellers gulp and teachers with limited book
funds rush to buy.

There are eight board books with single word captions - four
about a classic Oxenbury baby which would be a valuable
addition to any nursery class as a basis for talking and story-
making and four featuring a Michelle Cartlidge teddy bear.
(75p each) The Play and Learn series includes two collections
of traditional nursery rhymes illustrated by Christina
Gascoigne and two of other rhymes by Nicola Bayley; four
'concept' books by John Burningham - Colours and
Opposites are particularly delightful; two Machines at Work
stories - The Dump Truck and The Helicopter - and two
My Day stories by David Lloyd and Gill Tomblin which
include my favourite title - Today I Was a Pirate about a day
at the seaside with a very lively Gran. The text makes good
early reading material. (95p each)

The Read Me a Story series - six titles, each with at least three
traditional tales - is amazing value at £1.25 each - good
paper, generous margins, clear, well-spaced text, full-colour
illustrations throughout in 'classic' style and Sarah Hayes'
retellings respect the nature of the stories.

What does all this mean for the book world at large?
Sainsbury's and Walker Books believe they are creating a
bigger market for good children's books; parents and children
who enjoy these books, they say, will want more than the
limited range Sainsbury's can offer and will seek out book-
shops. Booksellers are concerned that if they do they will be
put out to be asked to pay £1.50 for a book very like one they
paid 95p for in Sainsbury's. To get that low a price you need
huge print runs - the sort that are only possible with a
Sainsbury's-style deal or international co-editions. Consum-
ers can't be expected to understand the economics of publish-
ing and bookselling, say booksellers; 'they will think we are
overcharging.'

We'll have to wait and see.

New face at Bodley
Head
Fiona Waters, well-known
children's bookseller (senior
manager with Heffers
bookshops in Cambridge),
consultant to Yorkshire TV,
judge of the Emil/Kurt
Maschler and Mother Goose
awards, is leaving bookselling
and starting a new career in
publishing. Later this year she
will be joining the children's
department at The Bodley
Head as a senior executive
working with Margaret Clark,
the children's editorial
director.

Photo of Fiona Waters by
Chris Craske.


